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The 1991 Army Science Board (ASB) Summer Study on Army Simulation Strategy was tasked by the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and Acquisition on 29 January 1991. A group of thirteen
Army Science Board memnbers was formed to address the terms of referenc~e, which included:
-Assess the status of modeling and simulation teshnology and identify technology barriors and/or
enhancement opportunities.
- Examine payoffs and benefits, and define the rold of distributed simulation in training.
- Evaluate the use of modeling and simulation In tre developme"t and testing of concepts, systems and
ltesrrina.

- Define a research, development, and acquisition investment strategy that leads to the desired future
simulation capability.
The full study group held four two-day meetings at. the Pentagon, plus one each at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, and
Ft. Knox, Kentucky. Panels on Training, Development, and Technology made numerous Visits to other
government and private sector organizations involved in the development and use of simulation techniques
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The study group found the use of simulation to be increasingly wide-spread and critically important in all phases of
Army activities. This increasing use of simulation is driven both by needs resulting from constrained funding, test
range and training space limitations, and the increasing ,.-st and complexity of systems, and by the opportunities
afforded by new simulation capabilities.
While the study group strongly andorsed the developmne-it and use of simulation for training, combat development,
materiel acquisition, and testing, it believes that the cvrrent Army program is too tentative and fragmented.
Particular areas of concern are:
Rather than build on SIMNET. the Army prorram is undertaking a fresh start with CATT and flDS-D.
CA1T and BDS-D are being pursued as sepai&.e, independent efforts rather than as a single, integrated
program.
CCTT (a second-yeneration armor/mechaniziJ capability) is being pursued first, with DA funding. It is to be
expanded 'later' to CATr by adding aviator, end air defense simulators, ifand whern these are funded by the
respective propor,ants. This approach urd..ty delays the creation of a much needed combined arms training
environment.
As the Army's use of simulation becomes increaF.innrý, wide-spread, the need for crnsistent, valid data hases and
models becomes even more critical. Centraiized o-nlrol and accreditation of data bases and models is required to
achieve valid and consistent results throughot.:t the Army and to build confidence in the use of the Electronic
Battlefield.
The study group concluded that the Electrnni. Ba, 1etield, as defined in this report, can revolutionize the Army's way
of doing business in training, development. tesla6, readiness and operations, and probably in many other areas. !n
so doing, it can either save substantial mone,, 1.,n discipline, while allowing today's levels of performance to be
sustained, or it can radically improve performa ,:I"e
at today's level of funding.
Consequently, the study group strongly c o.mmended that the Secretary of the Army and Chief of Staff lead the
Army into adoption of the Electronic Battlefield as rapidly as possible. In doing so, it should be clear that:
The technology and its application have been demonstrated and there are no technological barriers;
This is a major engineerin0 effort. The Electronic Battlefield should be viewed as a constantly evolving
system and must maintain integrity and validity as it evolves;
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recognized as the basis for a joint Electronic Battlefield. The Army should continue to lead the way.
In response to these broad conclusions, observations, and findings, the study group specifically recommended that
the Army:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Aggressively adopt the Electronic Battlefield for t'aining, with emphasis at the outset on achieving &
combined arms capability, including armor/mechanized, aviation, and air defense at the battalion task force
level.
Require restructuring of the CATT/CCTT program to evolve from the current SIMNET capability in phases
that gradually upgrade existing facilities and functionality.
Require simulation inthe form of electronic prototypes throughout all phases of the force development and
materiel acquisition processes. Mandate the Electronic Battlefield as a primary test environment fot early
evaluation of operational utility.
Establish a single manager for the development and operation of the Electronic Battlefield, with the requisite
resources and authority
Develop and accredit a set of consistent data bases and models for use in the Electronic Battlefield under
the direction of the Electronic Battlefield manager.
Focus Army resources on the application of simulation technology to Army-specific problems, leaving
research and development of underlying technologies to outside (DARPA and private sector) programs.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 1991 Army Science Board (ASB) Summer Study on Army Simulation Strategy was tasked by
the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and Acquisition on 29 'anuary
1991. A group of thirteen Army Science Boaid members was formed to address the terms of
reference, which included:
"* Assess the status of modeling and simntlation technology and identify technology
barriers and/or enhancement opportunities.
"* Examine payoffs and benefits, and define the role of distributed simulation in training.
"* Evaluate the use of modeling and simulation in the development and testing of
concepts, systems and doctrine.
"

Define a research, development, and acquisition investment strategy that leads to the
desired future simulation capability.

The full study group held four two-day meetings at the Pentagon, plus one each at Ft.
Leavenworth, Kansas, and Ft. Knox, Kentucky. Panels on Training, Development, and
Technology made numerous visits to other government and private sector organizations involved in
the development and use of simulation techniques. The information gathered in these meetings
was sy.thesized into a study report during a two-week session at Hamptou, Virginia.
The study group found the use of simulation to be incr-easingly wide-spread and critically important
in all phases of Army activities. This increasing use of simulation is driven both by needs resulting
from constrained funding, test range and training space limitations, and the increasing cost and
complexity of systems, and by the opportunities afforded by new simulation capabilities.

The study group adopted the term "Electronic Battlefield" to represent a single, comprehensive
simulation environment which can support combat development, system acquisition, test and
evaluation, training, and mission pianning and rehearsal, including both Army-specific and joint
operations. In this report, the term "Electronic Battlefield" is variously used to describe this
environment, the process which utilizes the environment to accomplish objectives, and a program
for funding and managing the development and operation of this environmite.i.
The enabling technology for this comprehensive Electronic Battlefield is distributed interactive
simulation (DIS), developed and demonstrated by the DARPA/Army SIMNET program. DIS
allows a large number of various types and geographically-distributed simulations to interact in a
common simulated battlefield environment. SIMNET has proven itself for training, in both single
element and combined arms configurations, and as a test environment to support the development
of new technologies and systems.
Based on the DIS approach developed and demonstrated by SIMNET, the Army has initiated two
follow-on programs: CATT (Combined Arms Tactical Trainer), an expanded and improved training
system which initially consists of CCTT (Close Combat Tactical Trainer), but will be upgraded by
the addition of aviation and air defense simulators; and BDS-D (Battlefield Distributed Simulation Developmental) to support the simulation requirements of the combat and system development
activities.
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While the study group strongly endorses the development and use of simulation for training,
combat development, materiel acquisition, and testing, it believes that the current Army program is
too tentative and fragmented. Particular areas of concern are:
"

Rather than build on SIMNET, the Army program is undertaking a fresh start with
CATr and BDS-D.

"

CATT and BDS-D are being pursued as separate, independent efforts rather &hanas a
single, integrated program.

"

CCTr (a second-generation armor/mechanized capability) is being pursued first, withDA funding. It is to be expanded "later" to CATTT by adding aviation and air defense
simulators, if and when these are funded by the respective proponents through
OPTEMPO reductions. This approach unduly delays the creation of a much needed
combined arms training environment.

As the Army's use of simulation becomes increasingly wide-spread, the need for consistent, valid
data bases and models becomes even more critical. Centralized control and accreditation or data
bases and models is required to achieve valid and consistent results throughout the Army and to
build confidence in the use of the Electronic Battlefield.
The study group found that .he Aimy's use of simulation is not paced by the availability of the
requisite technology; rapid advances are being made by DARPA and private sector activities in the
most important technologies, e.g., displays, networks, and processing.
The study group concluded that the Electronic Battlefield, as defined in this report, can
revolutionize the Army's way of doing business in training, development, testing, readiness and
operations, and probably in many other areas. In so doing, it can either save substantial money,
with discipline, while allowing today's levels of performance to be sustained, or it can radically
improve performance at today's level of funding.
Consequently, the study group strongly recommends thai the Se,-retary of the Army and Chief of
Staff lead the Army into adoption of the Electronic Batilefield as rapidly as possible. In doing so,
it should be clear that:
The technology and its app..ica.o. have Meen dzc wtrated"ar
and th.....
technological barriers;
*

I-"0

This is a major engineering effort. The Electronic Battlefield should be viewed as a
constantly evolving system and must maintain integrity and validity as it evolves;
The other services have undertaken SIMNET-based demonstrations and this technology
is generally recognized as the basis for a joint Electronic Battlefield. The Army should
continue to lead the way.

Achieving these broad goals will require substantial investment, particularly in the training areas,
where large numbers of simulators are required. It seems clear that the use of the Electronic
Battlefield can create substantial savings, but that these will be available in the outyears, while
investment must be in the near term.
2

In response to these broad conclusions, observations, and findings, the study group specifically
recommends that the Army:
"* Aggressively adopt the Electronic Battlefield for training, with emphasis at the outset on
achieving a combined arms capability, including armor/mechanized, aviation, and air
defense at the battalion task force level.
", Require restructuring of the CATI/CCTT program to evolve fromn the current SIMNET
capability in phases that gradually upgrade existing facilities and functionality. Start
with modest upgrades prioritized to be consistent with achievable funding rates such
that capabilities are reached in a timely fashion. (This is in contrast with the current
plan to retain the concept and implement a significantly upgraded version with complete
new hardware and software.)
"

Require simulation in the form of electronic prototypes throughout all phases of the
force development and materiel acquisition processes. Mandate the Electronic
Battlefield as a primary test environment for early evaluation of operati_,al utility. This
will cause program managers to develop the simulators required for operational testing
and, subsequently, for training.

"

Establish a single manager for the development and operation of the Electronic
Battlefield, with the requisite resources and authority. This manager should develop
and .. er.., the El,
-,anicattlef-ield mt a infrle activity, which will support both the
training (CATF) and development (BDS-D) functions. The singie manaagei- also should
manage the procurement of systems currently under the CATT and BDS-D programs.

"* Develop and accredit a set of consistent data bases and models for use in the Electronic
Battlefield under the direction of the Electronic Battlefield manager.
"* Focus Army resources on the application of simulation technology to Army-specific
problems, leaving research and development of underlying technologies to outside
(DARPA and private sector) programs.
These recommended actions are intended to focus on two fundamental goals, namely:
*

Develop the capability to conduct the most effective combined arms training at the
company/battalion/brigade level.

* Institute the requirement fo• simulation, both high fidelity and low resolution, to
support FDT&E throughout the development and life cycle of all major systems.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the tasking letter (Appendix A) to the Army Science Board dated 29 January 1991, the
background of the problem was defined as follows:
In the last several years, the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Congress demonstrated
an increasing interest in the use and application of computer simulations. At the DoD level,
a 1988 Defense Science Board (DSB) Task Force issued a report on "Computer
Applications to Training and Wargaming". In 1989, the DoD Inspector General (IG) issued
a report on "Wargaming Activities in DoD". The House and Senate Committees on Armed
Services (HASC and SASC) both mentioned management and the promotion of simulation
and wargaming in DoD in their initial reports on the FY 91 budget. These reports, coupled
with other considerations, led DoD to convene a study panel tasked to deve!op a DoD
modeling and simulation policy. The recommendations of that study, currently being
staffed, call for the formation of a DoD oversight group and the development of Service
modeling and simulation Master Plans.
Within the Army, simulation development efforts are escalating at a significant rate. For
example, there are multiple efforts either seriously considered or actually under
development, to generate man-in-the-loop, very high resolution combat simulations for
use, in training, combat development, and weapons syrtem development and acquisition.
Each of these efforts is extremely expensive. Some specific examples are: Close Combat
Tactical Trainer (CCITI), Battiefielid Distributed Simulation - Developmental (BDS-D), and
Combined Arms Test Bed (CATB).
The effective management of modeling and simulation activities requires a keen
understanding of the leverage such new opportunities can offer at the time they are likely to
become available. To assist in evaluating the most efficient and effecti,,,. course of action
for simulation in the future, the Army must conduct a comprehensive assessment of all
alternative technologies conceivable.
Since the tasking letter was issued, several changes have occurred. First, development of the
CATB has been suspended. Second, the Army has broadened the scope of CCTT to become the
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step in achieving a CATI). Third, the DoD has created and begun to staff the Defense Modeling
and Simulation Office (DMSO). Finally, the Army has conducted many anilyses (some in support
of this study) to better define its modeling and simulation capabilities and initiatives.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
rs of Reference of this study, dated 29 January 1991 are attached as Appendix A. These
TIh'liC
describe, in some detail, the issues and questions to be addressed which are summarized as
follows:
"* Assess the status of modeling and simulation technology and identify technology
barriers and enhancement opportunities.
"* Examine payoffs and benefits and define the role of distributed simulation in training.
"• Evaluate the use of modeling and simulation in development and testing of concepts,
systems and doctrine.
"* Defi'e a research development and acquisition investment that leads to the desired
future simulation capability.

5

SCOPE OF STUDY
Consistent with the Terms of Reference and our assessment of the major near-to-intermedia:e term
issues, this study focused on the use of simulations (a term we use variably to refer to models,
simulations, simulators and wargamning) in development and training. Specifically, in the area of
System Development, we evaluated the use of simulations for: Concept Tradeoffs, Engineering
Design and Analysis, System Development, Test and Evaluation, and Training Device
Development. In the area of Force Development, we considered: Combat Development, Cost and
Operational Effectiveness Analyses (COEA), Force Structure Development, and Training
Development. In the area of Training, we evaluated the use of simulations for: Individual, Crew,
and Team Training, Task Force Training, Command and Staff Training, and Joint Force Training.
Addressed only in passing were the areas of Doctrine Development and Operations (Mission
Planning, Mission Rehearsal, and Contingency Mission Planning). Further, the wide use of
modeling and simulation for a broad range of other applications (e.g., Engineering, Logistics,
Transportation, ...) was evaluated only enough to determine that our primary focus was
appropriate. We fully expect all of these individual applications to merge, tL'ough simulation,
more in the future than they do today.
This report provides an overview of our deliberations and assessments. A much more thorough
discussion is included in three of the appendk 's reporting the extensive work by the three panels
of the study. Tliese appendices and the topics are:
Appendix C - Simulation in Development, Acquisition and Testing
Appendix D - Simulation Technology and Technology Investment Strategy
Appendix E - Simulation in Training
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PARTICIPANTS
The Membership of the ASB Summer Study on Army Simulation Strategy was as follows:
Mr. Larry Lynn, Chairman
Mr. Paul Drouilhet, Vice Chairman
Technology Panel:

Acquisition Panel:

Training Panel:

Mr. E. Brady (Cbair)
Mr. Joseph Fox
Dr. Bruce Farter
Mr. Martin Zimmerman

Dr. Peter Cherry (Chair)
Dr. William Evers
Dr. Foster Rich

Dr. Allen Grum (Chair)
Mr. Dav,. Hardison
Gen John Pauly (USAF-Ret)
LTG Jack Woodmansee (USA-Ret)

The study was sponsored by Mr. Walter Hollis (DUSA/OR) and the Cognizant Deputy was Mr.
George Singley (DASA/RDA), each of whom provided substantial guidance and assistance. Their
offices were represented respectively by Colonel Gilbert Brauch and Mr. John Yuhas, the study
Staff Assistants, who were full participants throughout.
The study panel sought to extend the views of the participants by having several vexy experienced
persons hear our views, challenge our facts and logic, and nudge our inclinations. These included:
kiJfIll
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General Paul Gorman (USA-Ret),
MG Vern Lewis (USA-Ret), and
Dr. Phil Dickinson,
all of whom devoted several hours to listening to our results and offering critique and advice. In
addition, technical expertise was provided by many including:
Colonel Jack Thorpe, DARPA
Colonel Jim Shifl'et, DMSO
Dr. Ron Hofer, PM Trade
Mr. lrI irttPrn I .AR'OM
The interactions with these persons, all of whom have more than once wrestled with the matters
being examined in the study, were stimulating and rewarding, even if on occasion painful. The
valuable assistance provided by these reviewers and advisors is gratefully acknowledged.
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BACKGROUND
Simulation in Training Today
As we look at the situation today, it is apparent that most of our past efforts in training simulations
have been directed toward providing effective tools in suppor of the various levels of command.
These efforts have met with reasonable success and the Arm, has fielded, or is currently fielding, a
meaningful array of training simulations, considering the funds committed to date. At this time,
however, the Army is passing through a period of transition with regard to simulation brought
about by a confluence of two major factors. The first is the greatly reduced overall funding which
is being felt throughout DoD. Beyond the basic cost of training, per se, the reduced budget has
also forced a reduction in Army force structure which puts an added premium on quality training to
maximize the readiness of the reduced force. The second is the accelerated rate of technical
advances being experienced in the simulations area which enhance their effectiveness in doing the
many-faceted training job at an increasingly affordable expense. In essence, simulation technology
is outpacing the ability of the Service to deal with it.
Simulations for training, can be considered in four groupings: individual and crew training, team
and unit training, command and staff training and joint combined training. The first category is
designed to teach the individual soldier and/or crew their required skills and to aid them in
sustaining high proficiency in these skills. Some level of teamwork training is involved in the case
of item crews. Examples of simulations currently in use include UCOFT, maintenance trainers and
flight simulators.
Team and unit training devices are designed primarily to develop task force teamwork, although
some individual training is also accomplished in the process. Command, control and
communication is introduced in this type simulation and improvements in C? are often a bonus
feature of their use. Examples of this category include PCOFT and SIMNET-T, both of which are
popular and obtaining impressive results. Contained within SIMNET is the best example of the
"Electronic Battlefield". With only limited exceptions, connections of other simulations into
SIMNET do not exist at this time.
Simulations designed to provide command and staff training include force-on-force exercises
which permit practice decision making and battle synchronization. Examples are CBS, BBS, and
JANUS. The creation of simulated, believable, situations requiring hard tactical decisions by
senior commanders is a particularly worthwhile feature of those simulations. Simulating the staff
follow-up to these decisions is also extremely helpful.
Limited use has been made of current models to provide joint training, although they could be
modified/expanded to do so. There are also stand-alone simulations specifically tailored to provide
such joint training - e.g. , models in use at the Warrior Preparation Center (WPC). Under current
directives, models and simulations have been developed and funded under dual-tracks: system
related and non-system related. Individual program managers are responsible for incorporating
training devices and techniques which uniquely support their programs. Non-system related
simulations are centrally managed and programmed through TRADOC. At this point, the trick is
to see that they can play together and that the techn --a progress made through the years is
translatable to support other functions, such as dev C-prnent, acquisition and testing.
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Simulation in Development & Testing Today
We evaluated the use of simulation in development and testing today in three major areas: concept
development, design and development, and test and evaluation.
Concept development has made heavy use of closed form simulations for many years. Recently,
SIMNET-D has begun to demonstrate the potential of interactive simulation for increasing early
involvement to discover, learn and quantify the capabilities of proposed new systems. An
example is the development and refinement of tradeoffs in performnce and operational procedures
for the ADATS system prior to IOT&E.
Design and development programs have long used computer aided design simulations down to the
part and component level as well as a variety of low- and high-resolution simulations for new
systems. In recent years, they have begun using very comprehensive high-resolution,
man-in-the-loop, hardware-in-the-loop simulations throughout the process. A specific recent
example in which such simulation was critical, at least to the source selection, is that of the
Comanche helicopter. Both LH competitors indicated that simulation was absolutely n
to
handle the complexity of the system. Without such simulation, a less capable weapon and more
expensive system would have resulted. In addition, the LH competitors believed that such
comprehensive simulations would greatly increase the likelihood that the first real unit would
operate properly the first time and would not require what has become the traditional
test/modify/retest cycle.
Test and evaluation efforts have only just begun to use simulation in test design and execution to
increase "realism" at force levels. Perhaps more important is the opportunity for the developnet
and test community to "experiment" with proposed systems in simulation both to evaluate their
potential capabilities, training needs, employment concepts and to determine the most cost effective
ways of validating such capabilities. A specific near term requirement is that for stimulators
(essentially simulated real-world inputs), particularly for C31 systems.
Many opportunities exist to use simulations to enable mnore cost effective development of more
capable systems tested in a more comprehensive fashion. The use of simulations throughout the
concept development, system design and development, and test and evaluation processes as a
precursor to, and in some cases replacement for, specific steps in the current process should lead to
more systematic, more reliable, and faster development. Substantial cost effectiveness
enhancements should be realizable.
Distributed Interactive Simulation
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) is a generalization of the SIMNET concept. It is an
electronic battlefield which is defined by a set of protocols and standards; common data bases;
common algorithms and models; both local and wide area network support; a robust capability for
semi-automated forces (SAFOR); and the ability to emulate both nev, conceptual systems and
existing weapons. It is not a computer or an array of software in a single physical place, but the
distributed aggregate of those features described in the preceding sentence.
In this report, the term "Electronic Battlefield" is variously used to describe this environment, the
process which utilizes the environment to accomplish objectives, and a program for funding and
managing the development and operation of this environment.
9

Eleroic Battlefield

" Protocols & standards
" Common data bases
"*Common algorithms, models
" Network support (local and wide area)
"*Semi-automated forces (SAFOR)
"*Emulations
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contingency operation rehearsal. At the same time one could be doing an ADATS concept
development test against a SAFOR (as in SIMNET-D). Concurrently, there could be a field
training exercise using manned simulated battalions (as in SUMNET-T). These could all be
occurring at different physical locations and be transparent to one another, but each would conform
to the same set of protocols, standards, and data base requirements common to the DIS.
DIS Simulators
A distribt ed interactive simulator or simulation station is composed of three elements. First, there
r____. interface. Next is the
are the displays, controls and other devices that provide the human-rrachine
Sk~w~a_.
•,. , tho*ri~imnltnr imhlrh apnf-n•t'•tr, Ci e. rompur.r image- the hardware which provides
visualization on the screen, as well as battlefield sounds and vibrations. Finally, there is the subset
of the electronic battlefield which resides in the simulator to enable it to interact w-'th other
simulations conforming to the standard network protocols. Different elements of the electronic
battlefield can reside in different simulators depending on the particular needs of the simulation.
4,
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Distributed Interactive Simulation for Training and Development
Simulator networking (SIMNET) was initiated by DARPA and pursued jointly by DARPA and the
Army to demonstrate the feasibility of linking manned and unmanned weapon simulators in a
computer network. Over time SIMNET was split into two programs. SIMNET-T (Training) was
developed to examine the use of SIMNET technology in training troops, while SLMNET-D
(Developmental) was designed to explore the use of the technology in activities relating to testing,
materiel, combat and doctrine, and organizational development.
The main goal of SIMNET has been to create an electronic battlefield in which multiple and
different simulations can interact with one another. The focus is on establishing a simulated world
with a common set of standards, protocols, and network support, mad developing the software to
itpluetnleid those protocols on vanous computers. Thn-e pr"mry emphasis to da.e has been on

SIMNET-T. Both SIMNET-T and SIMNET-D have successfully demonstrated the electronic
battlefield with a number of simulators.
Current Army Programs in Distributed Interactive Simulations
The Army has a number of current programs in Distributed Interactive Simulations. SIMNET-T,
the version of SIMNET focused on training, was transitioned to the Army in early 1990. It has
246 manned simulators running on nine operational sites. CATT (Combined Arms Tactical
Trainer) is the follow on to SIMNET-T. Its goal is to provide an electronic battlefield environment
for training collective battlefield tasks. It is intended, initially, to contain three elements. CCTTI
(Close Combat Tactical Trainer) is designed to train crew through battalion level collective tasks for
tank, arnmored cavalry, and mechanized infantry units. AVCAIT( Aviation CATT) will cacry out
similar functions for aviation, and ADCAfT (Air Defense CA''F) for air defense.
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SIMNET-D is the version of SIMNET designed to support activities involving testing, materiel,
combat and doctrine, and organizational development. It is in the process of transitioriing to the
Army. BDS-D (Battlefield Distributed Simulation-Developmental) is the follow on to SIMNET-D.
Its goal is to build on the features and framework demonstrated in SIMNET-D to give the Army a
cost-effective electronic augmentation to proof of principle demonstrations, field tests, and
operational evaluations in all phases of force development.
In the panels's view there are no inherent technical reasons for the separation of SIMINET-T and
SIMNET-D (or equivalently, CATT and BDS-D). On the other hand, there appears to be
compelling reasons of purpose, efficiency, cost savings and planned usage that argue that the
planned two separate simulations should, in fact, be part of a single system.
CATT: Current Army Plan
CAT" (Combined Arms Tactical Trainer) is the follow-on to the SIMNET-T. It is designed to
provide an electronic battlefield environment for training collective battlefield tasks. The current
Army operational plan for CATT is to replace SIMNET-T with CCTT as it becomes available.
Until that point SUMNET-T will be maintained but not upgraded. Within CAIT, the first phase will
focus exclusively on producing 546 CCTT simulators for the Armor/Mechanized forces. This will
be carried out with Department of the Army funding. The combined arms elements, AVCAIT and
ADCA•T, will be obtained at a later date if supported by the respective proponent schools in the
face of probable direct OPTEMPO reductions to provide the funding.
In the opinion of the Panel, this plan is not the right one for the Army. The principal reasons for
concern are:
"* It does not build on the established, working SIMNET-T in a evolutionary fashion, but
rather, retains only the concept and defines a new system with significantly increased
features.
"* It does not allow upgrading of the existing system and stations during the years until
the new CATf becomes available.
"

It does not provide for combined arms training until after the turn of the century, since it
COnc~nt..tes all resources on building second generation armor/mechanized simulators
before any aviation or air defense simulators.

"

The CCT]I elements (armor/mechanized) are "paid for" by the Department of the Army,
but other combined arms elements must be "paid for" by proponent branches through
offsets. This is in spite of the fact that the Army, not a branch, gains most from
combined arms. Proponent branches of course do not provide funding packages but
rather must agree to reduce OPTEMPO to fund.

"o The 246 existing SIMNET-T stations are to be discarded as they are replaced even
though it seems clear that good use can be made of as many stations as available for
well over another decade.
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Electronic Battlefield Opportunity
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The Electronic Battlefield
This chart shows how a dollar invested into the Electronic Battlefield (Electronic Battlefield) can be
leveraged in the Army's combat and training developments, the system acquisition system, the
testing community, and ultimately the training and readiness of the forces in the field.
Greater electronic experimentation in developing user requirements and in evaluating laboratory
technology otpportunities will help the Army understand which technological choices to make
among the many that will be available. The use of early electronic prototyping will be an
invaluable asset in refining the requirements, undersmanding how the technology will fit in the
future army and appreciating what technological capability is necessary to make a measurably costeffective contribution to the battlefield.
Once a program is established, the program manager can use a variety of prototypes to shorten the
cycle and ensure that when he is ready to "bend metal", he's got it right. Evolving prototypes,
basically lower resolution man-in-the-loop systems can keep providing insight to the current design
and refining the final outcome. High resolution mock-ups, or perhaps even actual hardware in-theloop can be evaluated under "realistic" battlefield conditions within the Electronic Battlefield.
To certify that the system is ready for production, the Army can exploit the ability of the Electronic
Battlefield to measure the capabilities of the validated electronic prototype. However, data
emerging from the entire acquisition cycle is fundamental to the Army's Continuous
Comprehensive Evaluation system. The ability of the Electronic Battlefielki to help identify key
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issues to be resolved in testing, and in training crews to fight effectively with the new capabilities,
should add significantly to our testing capabilities. The ultimate product to the soldiers is the
production of a mature hardware design complete with training simulations to support the forces in
the field.
capability of the Combined Arms
AThe Tactical Trainer to provide more repettions of training
exercises with low-cost, low resolution training sets offers an opportunity for greater force
readiness. The potential for connecting the BBS/CBS command post exercises is an interesting
option that should be incorporated if the technology permits with marginal costs.
In a broader sense, the Electronic Battlefield extends a service across, not only all the arms of the
Army, but also the service sectors. The Electronic Battlefield is also a facilitator of jointmess; it is
the window to joint readiness, mission planing, and even mission rehearsals. The Army's entry
into the Electronic Battlefield should be the leader for other services to emulate.
Implementation of the Electronic Battlefield

.

The implementation of the Electronic Battlefield does not require any break-through in technology.
This technology has been demonstrated in SIMNET and is ready to be deployed. There are,
however, challenges in engineering and challenges in continuing to product improve the
capabilities. For example, better terrain representation, night visualizations, more realistic semiautomated force behavior, higher resolution graphics, etc. are needed. There is a need to pick a
team of the right people, provide them with authority, adequate resources and a clear mandate from
the higahest leves, and let them lead the way into the Electronic Battlefield.
We believe that the next few years will be critical in getling started. We would resist the current
view of the Army to discard the SIMNET products and start anew; we think it more prudent to
build on success.
Finally, although the costs of the Electronic Battlefield are substantial, the contribution to all parts
of the Army transcend, we believe, the iear term costs and argue persuasively for the Army to
fund this effort and move boldly in this direction.
Funding the Electronic Battlefield
As so often happens, acquiring the Electronic Battlefield presents both a cost savings opportunity
and a serious financing problem during the near-years. The investments in the training area are
large because of the number of shiulators involved. The cost of the Electronic Battlefield itself is
relatively small. The savings will clearly be substantial, but occur in the out years.
There is little doubt that the costs to develop and test many major new systems could be lower if
the Electronic Battlefield were availabie for use. There is also little doubt that the cost to train to a
particular skill level would be lower if Elec.tronic Battlefield were available for use. It will, of
course, require discipline if the Army is to save money since the natural. goal of most participants is
to improve performance. The expenditure of a given level of resources would result in better
equipment and better training were the Eleco'onic Battlefield available for use. Nonetheless, tie
near-term cost issues remain, and the costs are large enough that they can be managed only by
decisions of the senior leaders of the Army.
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What the Army much needs to do is to decide that the capability of the Electronic Battlefield is to be
acquired as an Army-wide continuing asset, and at what rate its introduction can be afforded.
Then, within those constraints, elements of the Electronic Battlefield should be acquired,
maintained, and upgraded in an evolutionary manner
Given the near-tcrni funding challenges, incremental growth upgrades to the current SIMNET
system, leading to the desired full capabilities of BDS and CATr, seem a very attractive option in
comparison to the currently planned initiatives to acquire BDS and CATr as new systems.
Conclusions
From what has been said thus far, the most basic conclusion of the study should be perfectly plain:
The members of the study team believe that the approach we have called the Electronic Battlefield
can make major improvements in the way the Army does development, testing, and training. It can
result in either reduced costs over time, or improved performance, or a combination of both.
Thus, the study team members conclude that the Secretary of the Army and Chief of Staff now
should decide that the Army will proceed as rapidly as possible within funding constraints to
acquire and use the simulation tools that we have called the Electronic Battlefield.
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Issues

1. Training on the Electronic Battlefield
2. Development and Testing on the
Electronic Battlefield
3. Managing the Electronic Battlefield
4. Data Base and Model Quality
5. Technology Investment Strategy

The five major issues and corresponding findings and recommendations are presented in the order
1IiLca4lvd aboVe.
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ISSUE 1: Training on the Electronic Battlefield

• Current plan does not meet needs in timely fashion
* Current approach de!ays combined arms training
0 SIMNET-T being maintained, probably can be upgraded
- 4•25GM Invested

- Documentation "red herring" (<$10M)

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Aggressivciy adopt the Electronic Battlefield technology
for collective combii~ed arms training
- Review program structure

- Combined arms focus at outset (Dn CFX to stgrt)
- Army initiative and funding, not branch dependent
- Build on SIMNEToT
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(UCOFT) has resulted in significant increases in gunner proficiency (a factor of 2 in time to kill)
with fewer live firings and decreased cost. Although UCOFT is a stand-alone simulation trainer,
the Panel strongly believes that this is no aberration and that UCOFT is a harbinger of benefits that
will accrue to all Electronic Battlefield training.
Th.e Anny's exploitation of SIMNET-T is the Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (CAT'f) program.
The CATT program includes an armor/mechanized cavalry trainer (CC'T); an air defense combat
trainer (ADCA•T); an aviation trainer (AVCAIT); and numerous upgrades to the functionality
found within the SIMNET trainers. The CAlT program provides 546 stcond generation
armor/mecbanized cavalry simulators (the CCTT) before a first generation capability for the other
combat r'"ane-r. Providing the n__mierus
rpi'ades for CAT" results in a program that leads to
fielding of the trainers in the year 2001. First generation trainers for the other branches will require
in excess of 10 years for fielding. The Army has long, and wisely, emphasized the importance of
combined arms training. A delay of ten years or more forecloses the opportunities afforded by
training on the Electronic Battlefield to an entire generation of soldiers.
There are at least three factors that contribute to the delay in providing a combined arms training
capability. The first is funding. DA is providing the funds for buying the 546 CCTr's. Funding
for the other trainers is to be provided for by the proponent branches through OPTEMPO
reductions. There appears to be it sufficient incentive for an individual branch to step forward aad
expedite fielding of a trainer, the benefits are Army-wide.
A second cause of delay is the Army's plan to "discard" SIMNET and start from "square zero".
An Army decision calls for maintenance of the present SIMNET simulators, but no upgrade of
these simulators. Developers do not plan to use the present 246 simulators and $250 million
investment as a base for evolutionary growth of new functions. The rationale for this approach is
the allegation that it is "cheaper to buy new than to upgrade." Lack of documentation is cited as
17

one major reason for this belief. Yet there is conflicting, reasonably persuasive evidence that the.
documentation is now adequate, and that this view preceded an investment of $2.5M to upgrade
the documentation. The highes: estimate the Panel heard of the cost to document the software was
$10 million, surely less than the amount to write the program from a zero base. The panel believes
that upgrade is possible and highly desirable.
The third cause of delay is the degree of upgrade demanded of CATT. This requires additional
R&D and increases the cost substantially, correspondingly stretching the schedule. The inherent
modularity of DIS permits and encourages an evolutionary approach in which upgrades can be
introduced when priorities and funding permit.
We recommend the Army enthusiastically adopt electronic training as a major part of its training
strategy. This benefit is so important that the Army shoul J be willing to forego OPTEMPO, as
well as other funds to finance the new modes of training. The Army should adopt a combined
arms simulation strategy from the outset and should look for a scheme that would provide at least a
combined arms capability at the Battalion Command Field Exercise (CFX) level at the earliest
possible moment. The benefits are to the entire Army and, therefore, the Army should fund these
programs at the DA level and should undertake cost effective actions that build on existing
SIMNET hardware and software.
Appendix E provides substantially more discussion about the use of simulation in training and
expands on the overview presented here.
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ISSUE 2: Development and Testing on the EB

"* Continuous, comprehensive evaluation of systems at every

development stage will produce substantial savings
" Recommendations of the 1988 ASB Study and the 1989 DSB
Summer Study on "Improving T&E Effectiveness" remain
valid
" Milestone criteria of electronic prototypes on the Electronic
Battlefield will strongly incentivize the development system
RECQMMENDA2IONS
• Mandate use ard sharing of electronic prototyping through
all stages of system development
Adopt policy to put major emphasis on testing in the
Electronic Battlefield to determ-ine value as a weapon
system, inc!uding milestone-pass testing
l-
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acquisition, and testing into the Electronic Battlefield. In particular, the Army should mandate the
use of electronic prototyping throughout all stages of system development. At early stages,
low-resolution electronic prototypes, with only the essential features of a new system, should be
created by the combat and force development communities to fully define the requirements for the
new system. In this way, unnecessary, and often costly, requirements can be eliminated and
misunderstandings between the user and materiel development communities can be minimized.
Building upon the earlier electronic prototypes, the developer should then use l'w, medium, and
high resolution electronic prototypes throughout the design process to evaluate alternatives,
conduct trades, and refine designs before incurring the expense of fabricating hardware. Refined
versions, where appropriate, should be provided back to the combat developers for their continued
antd nanicipation with the materiel development community as system definition proceeds. As
hardware is fabricated, it should be incorporated into the high resolution, man-in-the-loop
simulators to evaluate its performance. Program Managers should be required to conduct
confirmation tests prior to each milestone in the acquisition process in order to revalidate the
system under development. Finally, for FDT&E and Operational Testing, electronic prototypes
should be used both as a preview of all possible required physical tests and as an extension beyond
physical testing capability. Physical testing should only be used for limited confirmation tests in
key areas and for testing factors (such as reliability) that cannot reasonably be conducted with
electronic prototypes. This requires a fundamental change in policy towards FDT&E and OT, one
which will probably have to evolve over time as electronic prototype testing proves itself.
Post-deployment testing or the Electronic Battlefield can provide critical, cost effective inputs to
the product improvement decision process.
__

The use of electronic prototyping throughout the acquisition process is essential to taking full
advantage of the potential of the Electronic Battlefield. Such prototypes need the Electronic
Battlefield to fully exercise their potential capabilities.
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At this time, the Army has plugged developers into the existing Electronic Battlefield (SIMNET-D)
only to a very limited extent, and the use of high-resolution, man-in-the-lo-)p simulators is not
uniform across major system programs.
It is our expectation that the use of low, moderate, and high-resolution simulators will encourage
continuous, comprehensive evaluation of systems at every stage of the development process, and
post-deployment. The result of such evaluation should be substantial cost savings in the concept
development, system design and d&velopment, test and evaluation, and product improvement
process.
To date, user and test community use of and involvement in simulation initiatives remain limited
despite recommendations of the 1988 ASB and the 1989 DSB Summer Study on "Improving T&E
Effecdveness". Thn pressures to adopt simulation (funding, range availability, safety, etc.) are, if
anything, greater today than they were in 1989. The Army must make better use of simulation in
T&E.
The development community must be fully incentivized to use electronic prototypes throughout the
process. We propose that this be done by requiring that developing systems undergo electronic
prototype tests prior to each formal milestone of the acquisition process.
Appendix C expands on the overview of simulations in development and testing presented here.
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ISSUE 3: Managing the Electronic Battlefield'*

* The principal Army programs, CATT and BDS-D, are
*

--

on separate management and programmatic paths
Army should continue to lead the way; other Services
now adopting

RECOMMENDAIlONSQ
" Designate a single manager for the single Electronic
Battlefield and provide resources, authority required
" Make CATT, BDS-D and SIMNET extensions of the
same Electronic Battlefield
" Support DMSO in leading to one joint Electronic
Battlefield
-

_.

i

_

Having asserted our view that utilization of the Electronic Battlefield will revolutionize the Ariy's
trainig,4 .... 1.....
nld tPeting acytiviies, thefre remains the issue of organizing properly to
create this revolution. The Study Group believes that the current Army scheme of having separate
programs and management for the CATT and BDS-D programs is dysfunctional and will defeat,
rather than achieve the promise of synergy that we foresee. We believe that a single manager
should be put in charge of the Electronic Battlefield -- its design, its fielding, and its operation -- as
a service system to be used by the numerous Army customers. We believe that the two key
existing programs (CATT and BDS-D) should be combined by makdng them extensions of the
Electronic Battlefield We would also see this manager as the key official who would resolve the
issues of whether and how to upgrade SIMNET or to retire it as the current plan envisages. This
manager, as we will show in greater detail below, should lead one of the Armiy's main thrusts for
achieving jointness in our warfighting approach through a simulation capability that meshes with
smi!a~r canabilities in the other services. We see the Army leading the other services with this
technology and using this manager as a key point of contact for similar managers in other services
and with the new Defense Models and Simulation Office. We see this manager and his/her office
performing the functions listed on the following chart.
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ISSUE 3: Managing the EB (cont'd)
The Single Manager Should:
* Operate the Electronic Battlefield and provide
services to the entire Army involving:
-

Dally management of large, dynamic software and data base
library

- Operation of distributed computing network
- Assure, via directive authority, Integrity of standards,
protocols and va~ldity of the data bases and models

•

Continuously evolve capabilities by introducing new
technology in evolutionary manner

* Interface with J7/J8, DMSO for joint compatibility
(Army POC)
•

Manage CATT, BDS-D and upgrade of SIMNET as
elements of DIS

Since this software w.ill be distributed throughout the Army, industry, and acadeiriia, dtis anai-iager
must be the configuration control manager of the data bases and the operator of the distributed
services required by the users.
The single manager must also direct continuous upgrading to introduce evolving new technology
into the system. We believe that the pace of development in this area will make this task one of
using existing opportunities and of making engineering choices rather than a new R&D effort to
bridge existing technological barriers.
T17he single manager will need to be the "policeman" of the system with respect to giving the
equivalent of the "Good Housekeeping Seal" to configuration models of users systems that wish to
interavc

druughoui u'he

system",
and
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.
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electronic gateway into the Electronic Battlefield.
Initially we see this single manager as directing the procurement of CAIT, BDS-D, and whatever
actions are required for SIMNET.
Finally, this manager is the key point of contact with the DMSO and the Electronic Battlefield of the
other services. Our recommendation on the configuration of this single management office is
shown on the following chart.
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ISSUE 3". Managaigng the EB(cont'd)
Establishing the Single Manager
•Requires innovative manager, imaginative
technologist, policeman and diplomat (spans userdeveloper)
h
Initial
emphasis: management, enLineering,
operations
0

Resources to execute

0

Rank to participate in decision processes (e.g.,
ASARC)

0

Suggest
-

Fin&offleer PE'
Ciilian Deputy PEO to amure continuity
Snail, elite Taff
Contractor support to provide expertise, continuity

We believe that the most effective way of developing this revolutionary capability is with a flag
offer PEG who conmhines the attibutes of a visionary technologist with the business sense of a
solid manager and the stubbornness of a policeman to kecp tbe system in a configuration stage of
continuous technology insertion, and daily operation.
While the PEO could easily be an SES, it seems to us that the first 3-5 years of this effort argue for
the usage of a "green suit" to carry credibility across the various segments of our Army. We see
this office as a small, lean management cell supported by other parts of the Army and assisted in
the day to day operation of the system by contractors or possibly an FFRDC.
The overall "wiring diagram" of how this PEO fits into the Army is shown on the following chart.
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ISSUE #3 PEO Chain of Command
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We show the PEO of the Electronic Battlefield reporting in the usual manner to the ASA (RDA)
with directive authority over the electronic "innards" of the Electronic Battlefield and its

distribution, with responsibilities for the procurement of CA3T, BDS-D, and upgrade of SIMNET.
"T1hePEO-EB is a little different in having responsibility for operation of a service as well as its
development and procuremenL
This PEO-EB must coordinate with the PEOs for other major systems, such as the ASM PEO, to

ensure the provision of standards/protocols, and the electronic "gateway", through which that PEO
would be required to interface his evolving electronic prototype to operate in the Electronic
Battlefield.
We show PEO-EB in a coordinative relationship with multiple elements of the entire Army
community. The TRADOC community makes its requirements known and prioritized in the
standard manner through a TRADOC System Manager, via the DCSOPS prioritization process.
Connectivity with the Joint Staff and other CINCS (e.g. to work with the Joint Warfare Center
and Warrior Preparation Centei) is essential.
Routine continuous interaction with the development and testing community will be required to
decide how to electronically portray a valid replication of each new technology weapon on the
Electronic Battlefield. This is the domain of the Arny's PEO-EB.
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ISSUE 4:- Data Base and Model Quality

The power of Electronic Battlefield depends
critically on availability of quality data bases,
models and their corresponding credibility
-

With prospective explosion of use, quality Is even more
important Man ever before

RECOMMENDATIONS
* Develop and "certify" a set of consistent data
bases and models for use in the Electronic
Battlefield

There is often inconsistency in the results obtained by different simulations. For example,
command and staff exercises, mission planning, and tactics and doctrine developnient should, but
do not always arrive at the same conclusion when engaged on the same tactical problem. The
differences frequently result from the use of different data bases. With the proliferation of
simulation as a ubiquitous Army tool, both the quality and consistency of the data base library will
take on pira.mounw importance for the value of the simulations. In addition, the current terrain data
base, which is critical for realistic Army simulations, is quite inadequate for Army needs and little
progre•.s in either quantity or focus is evident.
"theArmy also needs to develop a process and discipline to ensure quality of data across the total

s,%,ctraw of model use. This should be a prime task for the manager of the electronic battlefield.
FrnalUy, thure are a limited number of models that wiU be widely used in the Electronic Battlefield.

Tihe Ele..ctioiic Battlefield manager should assure that these are "certified" to ensure validity and
.(-44'itercy. Any others available centrally from the Electronic Battlefield database, should be
Atwled "n3t certified"; this latter approach allows the introduction of new concepts for examination
resting, before they can reasonably be validated.
v.•l
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ISSUE5: Technology Investment Strategy

FINDINGS
* Rapid advances are being made in key underlying
technology areas
-

Graphic displays

- Humiannachine interaction

-

Massively parallel processors

- Wideband networks

* Software exploitation of these new capabilities is the
challenge
RECOMMENDATION
* Adopt a strategy of exploiting technology that is
developed elsewhere and do not invest in technology

development for modeling and simulation except for
specific Army-unique needs

x ,,a t . r•i r, ,.i-d.r ,ad an ces,. in k -eyinderl!in gelectronic techn ologies have been made d uring
the past decade. Four areas that have significant impact for the Army's shnulation needs are
graphik displays, wideband networks, massively parallel processors, and human/machine
interactions. The hardware capabilities in these areas are strongly driven by the commercial world,
ead should out-pace the Army's ability to exploit them. It is clear that these enabling technologies
will provide an opportunity for orders of magnitude improvement in the overall simulation
capability
As has bee;o true since the beginning of the computer era, software exploitation of the new
capabilities i. likely to significantly lag hardware advances. This occtrs in two ways. First, the
direct utiliz.tion of new technologies (e.g. transferring code to parallel computers) is a labor
intensive, d'iiberate process. Secondly, the innovative use of these capabilities entails substantial
education md experimental familiarity to understand the power of these new technologies. For
example, Ymuassively parallel machines connected through high bandwidth nemtorks could make
possible very high fidelity force-on-force engagements using high resolution individual item
simulations.
Because of the existing strong commercial impetus for technology development, we strongly
recommend that the Army utilize teclhology advances made in the outside world. Virtually all of
the hardware and much of the software vital for modeling and simulation will be available in the
market place. Some software will need to be developed for critical Army-specific applications, but
even in thelse cases an effort should be made to share such software throughout the Army
community. Economics should drive the software decision path. first, reuse it, and evolve it; next,
buy it; and as a last resort, create it.
Appendix D provides a considerably expanded discussion of simulation technology and the panel's
views on investment strategy.
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Other Issues

* Embedded training
* Quantification of value of DIS in training
* Availability of terrain data bases

* Evolution of SAFOR and AFOR

During the course of the study a number of matters came up that were judged to be very important,
but less central to the, miain f~cus of the study than those that have been discussed. We have now
enumerated four of these. The appendices deal with these in more detail.
"Theuse of simulations for training caused the matter of embedded training to be

discussed often. The policies seem about right, but the interpretation and
implementation need attention to sure that the practice does not go so far as to insist
on embedded trainers where inappropriate.
"Thesimulators such as COFT and SIMNET afford an unprecedented opportunity to

capture metrics that can be used to tell how skills improve, what kind of training
t.vies p..y off,-,.. ,andin•. h, "--t'.ffrtrive." q inh devices are in comparison
with conventional taaining approaches. The Army should commit to the exploitation
of this potential. The wherewithal for data capture must be integral to the design of
future electronic training aids, and a program for analysis established.
A high resolution terrain data base is absolutely necessary for use in Distributed
Interactive Simulations. Currently, the data is available for only selected areas enough to suppoit training in a number of different "representative" terrains, but not
nearly enough to support the wide and rapid use of these tools for operational
planning and mission rehearsal. The time between demand and supply of data for
new areas is too long - DMA simply does not have the production capability for
rapid response. The - .-my must add to the pressures that in the end can cause a
change in terrain digi,' data availability. Attention should be given to the potential for
integrating data from non-DMA sources, e.g. Spot, Landsat, and the Soviet System.
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A very central notion in the Distributed Interactive Simulation is the use of unmanned
r-prsentations of forces under the interactive command and control of a few persons,
the ir-called Semi-Automated Forces (SAFOR). This is a powerful concept, but
requires very careful implementation; models of the processes represented are not
simple, or easily understood and checked. In consequence, few persons, for
example, currently have any in-depth understanding of the SAFOR embedded in
SIMNET. As the efforts to exploit Distributed Interactive Simulations proceed, it will
be important that SAFOR, and its totally automated version AFOR, be subjected to
careful scrutirny and configuration management. The alternative will be loss of
quality, erosion of confidence, and failure to achieve the potential of the Electronic
Battlefield. This will require continuing attention by the manager of the Electronic
Battlefield.
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Summary
"* Army will rely more on simulations than in past
"* Simulations are ready for exploitation
"• Trick is to orchestrate; difficult but critical job
"• Will cross all major commands, branches, Services
*

•

If done right, should lead to
-

Smarter requirements
Better materiel

-

Better trained units

-

Better operational support
Savings for Army as a whole

We urge you to move out rapidly

This _..J
discussion
has covered
a- quite large number of matters regarding the Army's use of models
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number of points and will now reiterate:
"*

The Army will have to, and can, rely more on simulations than in the past.

"*

The technologies are ready to permit acquisition of the simulations needed.

"*

The manager of the Electronic Battlefield will have to create and promulgate a vision,
a plan, and the process. It will be up to this manager to help the Army define its
objective system.

"*

It will not be easy to design and develop the system and overall simulations needed;
careful orchestration and incremental steps to evolve from workable, usable, early
versions are essential. Although this is an evolutionary approach to development;
bold leadership can assure early fielding of significantly enhanced capabilities.

"*

As with the operations they represent, the simulators will cross Army branches,
commands, and involve the systems operated by other Services. This is complex
but, done right, simulations will result in smarter requirements, better materiel, better
trained soldiers, leaders, and units, and better operational support for mission
planning and recharged -- and in longer term produce substantial dollar savings for
the Army as a whole.

We urge approval of our recommendations and prompt initiation of action.
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Key Points Regarding Electronic Battlefield

• Combined Arms Training
- DA vice proponent funding
Primary emphasis in testing on electronic prototypes
in Electronic Battlefield
- Electronic prototypes at all stages of development
Single Manager
-

Empower with the Secretary of the Army mandate

Three points are central, and wan-ant special attention:
"*

The largest payoff of simulation to training in the future is apt to come from the new
opportunity to tmin more elements of combined arms operations more often, with
fewer constraints, and in more varied simulated battle conditions, than has been
possible in the traditional FTXs.

"*

The process of development of major materiel systems normally should involve
experimentation and testing using electronic prototypes operating on the Electronic
Battlefield at every stage of development from requirements generation to testing of
remain
items in real environments will, of course,
articles. Testingw of real
production
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done using simulated items in simulated environments early and often in the
development process.
In order to ensure that the Army gains the full potential of the Electronic Battlefield
and its Distributed Interactive Simulation, someone must be in charge. The Army
needs a single manager.
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APPENDIX A
TERMS OF REFERENCE

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, DC 20310-U103

2 9 JAN 1991

0

Dr. Duane A. Adams
Chair, Army Science Board
Associate Dean
School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh, Pensylvania

15213

Dear Dr. Adams:
(ASB)

You are requested to initiate
an Army Science Board
1991 Summer Study on "Army Simulation Strategy."

This study should address,

as a minimum,

the Terms of

Reference (TOR) described below, but the ASB members
appointed should consider the TOR as guidelines and may
include

in

their

discussions

related

Issues deemed

important or suggested by the Sponsor.
Modifications
thae TOR ai•it
be coordinated with the ASB office.

I.

to

Background

a.
In the last several years, the Department of
Defense (DoD) and the Congress demonstrated an increas'ing
Interest in the use and application of computer
simulations.
At the DOD level, a 1988 Defense Science
Board (DSB) Task Force issued a report on *Computer

Applications to Training and Wargaming."
In 1989, the
DOD Inspector General (IG) issued a report on "Wargaming
Activities in DoD."
The House and Senate Committees on
Armed Services (HASC and SASC) both mentioned management
and the promotion of simulation and vargaming in DoD in
their initial
reports on the FY 91 budget.
These
reports, coupled with other considerations, led DoD to
convene a study panel tasked to develop a DoD modeling
and simulation policy.
The recommendations of that

study,

currently being staffed,

call for the formation of

a DoD oversight group and the development
modeling and simulation Master Plans.

of Service

b.
Within the Army, simulation development efforts
are escalating at a significant rate.
For instance,
there are multiple efforts either seriously considered or

actually under development,
Ve.I-

to generate man-in-the-loop,

high resolution combat simulations for use In

,

,,

training, combat development, and weapons system
development and acquisition. Each of these efforts is
extremely expensive. Some specific examples are: Close
Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT), Battlefield Distributed
Simulation - Developmental (BDS-D), and Combined Arms
Test Bed (CATS).
c. The effective management of modeling and
simulation activities requires a keen understanding of
the leverage such new opportunities can offer at the time
they are likely to become available. To assist in
evaluating the most efficient and effective course of
action for simulation in the future, the Army must
A$
F
JL
assessment of all alternate
conduct a comprehensive
technologiej conceivable.
II.Term

oU
f Reference

a. Asses3 the btatus of modeling and simulation
technologies currently available or under development and
Identify technology barriers. Project future
technologies which will enhance the state-of-the-art of
modeling and simulation across trie functional areas of
system and concept development, developmental and
operational testing, training, and analysis of concepts,
doctrine, and force structure. What management, policy,
and Resear~ch and Development (R&D) Investment strategy
will best enable the Army to capitalize on the
opportunities offeredi by simulation technologies? What
1-

',5 A

0-6

AVDAL&V

anhý

WAAUL

rueasures

caR

b

uV UtoUL
e

quantify the benefits? What kind of methodologies and
techniques are required for the verification and
validation of results obtained in order to establish
confidence in the model selected? What
methods/procedures and planning should be considered as
related to Operations and Support {O&S) of simulation

systems?
b. Specifically, assess the status of the
technology of distrIbuted simulation and simulation
netvorks;identify technology barriers, and project

rnJL-

-

3 -

future technologies vhich will enhance the utility of
simulation for training and development of systems,
concepts, and doctrine.
What roles are appropriate for
distributed simulation and simulation networks In the
Army?
c.
How effective can current and ptojected future
technologies be in training the Army and improving force
readiness?
Can skills
and readiness be improved at
reduced cost and training time?
To what extent can
realism be achieved and to what levels are verification
and validation needed?
d.
Car the technologies identified be effectively
used for development and testing of systems, concepts,
and doctrine?
Can models be developed which are able to

accept changes in hardware systems and/or environmental
conditions?

e.

Provide a plan that projects the research,

development, and acquisition strategy required that leads
toward the simulation capability the Army should have 10
and 20 years into the future.
The plan should indicate
the relative state of technology required, incremental or
significant improvements needed, the risks involved in
achieving the capabilities desired, and a precursory
assessment of the atfordability.
Stud"y•"•.Support

The Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for Operation
Research, Mr. Walter W. Hollis, will sponsor the study.
The Cognizant Deputy will be Mr. George T. Singley III.
The designated Army Staff Assistants are Mr. John Yuhas
(lead) and COL Gilbert Brauch (assist).
IV.

Schedule

The Study Panel will begin its
vork Immediately and
conclude the effort at the 10-day summarization and
report writing se3slon tentatively scheduled during the
end of July 1991.
The exact time and location will be

-4coordinated by the ASD.
As a first
step, the Study
Chairman should prepare a study plan and present that
plan to the Sponsor and the Executive Secretary.

V.

Special Provisions

It Is not anticipated that the Inquiry vill
go into
any "particular matters" vithin the meaning of Section
208, Title 18, of the United States Code.
Sincerely,

Ass
tant Secretary of the Army
(Reaeaich, Development and Acquisition)

13 February 1991
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APPENDIX C

ACQUISITION PANEL

INTRODUCTION
This appendix presents a subset of the results and recommendations of the Army Science Board
Summer Study which addressed the Army Simulation Strategy. Specifically, the results and
recommendations were produced by a subpanel which investigated the use of simulation in the
acquisition and test and evaluation processes. The subpanel was chaired by Dr. W. Peter Cherry
and included Dr. William H. Evers, Jr. and Dr. W. Foster Rich. Mr. Verne L. Lynn, the chair of
the summer study, participated in the subpanel's activities, as did Mr. John Yuhas who also
provided valuable support in the role of Army Staff Assistant.
In addition to pirticipating in the meetings of the panel, the subpanel organized a series of meetings
with Army agencies and defense contractors. Included were:
"

Boeing-Sikorsky, Stratford, Connecticut
-

RAH-66 Program

"

McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company, Mesa, Arizona
- AH-64 Program
- LH Program

"

General Dynamics Land Systems, Warren, Michigan
MI Program
Block llTPrnorratni

"

Tank Automotive Command, Warren, Michigan
- MI Program
- Armor Systems Design and Development

In addition to these visits, members of the subpanel met with representatives of the Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan to discuss low observable and stealth simulation issues, and with
Dr. Ernest Seglie, Chief Science Advisor for the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, OSD
to discuss test and evaluation. Mr. Jack Krings, formerly Director, OT&E/OSD, also contributed
to discussions of the role of simulation in the test and evaluation process.
Review of the material presented and made available to the subpanel led to the following general
observations of the use of simulations and models in the acquisition process and test and evaluation
processes:
Advances in computer technology have precipitated a proliferation of models and
simulations. Configurntion control and maintenance of common data bases remains a
problem.
In the early stages of the acquisition process, i.e., during concept development, combat
developers rely on system-on-system and force-on-force models (both systemic and
analyst-in-the-loop) to support generation of requirements. User involvement in these early
stages is not as effective as it should be. On occasion it is detrimental. A principal reason
for this is that users lack means of developing insight and making informed decisions.
SIMNET-D has demonstrated that Distributed Interactive Simulations (DIS) provide a
means of involving the user early, thus complementing current approaches and offering the
C1

potential of improving both the extent and effectiveness of user input to concept
development and requirements generation.
High resolution man-in-the-loop simulators are now a necessary component of the design
and development process for major systems. The complexity of systems has grown to the
point where it is impossible to perform the design and development processes without high
resolution simulators and the analytic models and simulations of Computer Aided Design
(CAD). Compared to the design and development of the Army's current generation of
systems, user involvement in these phases of the acquisition process is now somewhat
inetter, but there remains room for improvement.
The requirement for the use of simulations and models to support test and evaluation
(Developmental, Operational and Force Development) has been recognized, and the first
steps have been taken, albeit tentatively. The availability of ranges and facilities, the costs
and time required to test prototypes, and the complexity of the modern battlefield make this
use essential. It will contribute to accelerating and improving the acquisition process.
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) technology appears to offer potential
improvements to problems of development of effective, informed user participation,
deferment of test and evaluation beyond the point where results can quickly and
inexpensively influence design, and inability to test over the full range of technical and
tactical performance parameters. DIS can support improvements to the system acquisition
process from concept development through deployment to product improvement, i.e.,
throughout the life cycle.
The materiel acquisition process can be viewed as one in which requirements, concepts, designs
and prototypes are refined in a sequence of progressively more detailed and comprehensive tests
and evaluations. Given this perspective, and the fact that both of the systems and their concepts of
employment have become increasingly complex, the subpanel suggests that the Army adopt the
following goal:
The Army should exercise and evaluate evolving systems on a virtual
electronic battlefield throughout the acquisition process and life cycle.
To achieve that goal the subpanel makes the following recommendations:
Develop a Distributed Interactive Simulation to support the system acquisition process for
mn:,, systems. The Battlefield Distributed Simulation-Developmental (BDS-D) is intended
to play this role. It should be part of a single DIS initiative which includes both training
and developmental applications.
Emphasize the use of man-in-the-loop electronic prototypes in combat developments and
the requirements generation processes. Involve the user through BDS-D, using its
simulators as electronic prototypes.
Mandate the use of high resolution man-in-loop and hardware-in-the-loop electronic
prototypes throughout the development process: engineering design and development,
production, and product improvement. During the design and development process,
supplement the detailed design simulator with a sequence of progressively more defined
low resolution electronic prototypes for use irn BDS-D, culminating in an electronic
prototype suitable for use in support of FDT&E. Continue user knvolvement by utilizing
these electronic prototypes to establish the tactical performance envelope and to test and
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evaluate early on a virtual battlefield. Require that the Program Manager fird the
development of all electronic prototypes used in these phases and ensure that appropriate
prototypes remain available for product improvement and tactical and doctrinal evolution
throughout the system life cycle.
Mandate the use of electronic prototypes, and the. virtlal battlefield, as part of DT, OT and

FDT&E. Ensure that Army ana DoD policies accommodate this paradigm shift.
Base the development of BDS-D on the anticipated requirements to support combat
development, system design and development, and test and evaluation over the next 10 to
15 years. Ensure that necessary capabilities, e.g., terrain data bases, Semi-Automated
Forces, electromagnetic and natural environments, etc., are available to meet the system
specific needs of the developmental and test organizations.
STATE OF THE ART
This section presents an assessment of the current status of computer simulations and models in the
context of the system acquisition process. The acquisition process encompasses requirements
generation, concept development, engineering design and development, production, and fielding as
well as product improvement. Integrated into these components or phases is a test and evaluation
process designed to develop more precise knowledge of the system and the degree to which it

meets requLrements and specifications.
Broadly smeaking, the acquisition process can be viewed as one in which concepts, designs. and
prototypes are subjected to a sequence of progressively more detailed and comprehensive tests and
evaluations. Based on test and evaluation results and on other information and factors, the
concepts, designs and prototypes are repeatedly refined. It is in this sequence of tests and
evaluations that simulations and models play a role of critical importance. The growing complexity
of systems, weapons and otherwise, makes the use of models and simulaions a necessary part of
the acquisition process. Major systems cannot be designed without them.
The status of simulation technology employed in the acquisition process and in test and evaluation
programs is most evident in recent military aircraft programs. In the case of the Advanced Tactical
Fighter (ATF), high resolution man-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop simulators were
employed to such an extent that parts of the test and evaluation program emphasize validautng the
simulators and simulator results, rather than identifying problems and confirming that requirements
have been achieved. The Army's LH program, utilizing a different acquisition strategy, provides a
similar example. High resolution man-in-the-loop simulations, were used in an "electronic fly-off
which contributed to source selection. Both competitors in the LH1 program reported that
simulation was a necessary component of their design activities, implying that the designs could
not have been completed without it. Both were confident that should a prototype have been
constructed to their design, testing would have produ( Afew, if any, surprises and a very high
likelihood of achieving dessign goacs with that first protLoype. There is no reason to believe that the
practices of the aviation developers should not be applied to other Army systems; in fact, there is
evidence that will be the case in the Armor System Modernization (ASM) program.
The LH and ASM programs provide evidence for the valuz of simulation in the design and
development of major weapon systems. Much less evidence is available of the use of simulation in
the design and development of major C31 systems such as the ATCCS, but the requirement is 3
clearly present. The Army's record in designing, developing and fielding computer-supported C 1
systems is not outstanding. CCIS-70, TOS and BETA are examples of programs in the past 25
years; interviews examined by the panel suggest that the record of MCS in DESERT STORM was
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less than outstanding. There is a need for an easily exercised means to experiment with conceptual

C31 systems to obtain user input and identify shortfalls before prototypes are assembled, focusing
on how and how well commanders and their staffs accomplish the functions of command, control
and intelligence when provided with different types of computer support. OPTEC is developing
simulations and simulators to support test and evaluation of ATCCS and other C0I systems, but the
need to support the generation of functional requirements and the evaluation of alternative concepts
early in the acquisition process remains. Interactive simulations capable of meeting this
requirement are well within the state-of-the-art.
The benefits of simulation in the acquisition process can be understood if the design and
development process were considered to be an iterative one in which designs for parts,
components, assemblies, subsystems, and systems are proposed and then evaluated and tested,
with the test results used as a basis for refining the design or selecting an alternative. One can
argue that for the current generation of Army systems, this sequence. of test and evaiuation was
performed by fabricating prototypes and conducting laboratory or field tests. The cost of this
process, the time required, the extent of the technical performance envelopes, and the range of
potential tactical and operational situations precluded comprehensive testing; as a consequence,
design shortfalls surfaced late in the process, sufficiently late to make correction costly, if
affordable at all. The next generation of Army systems will substitute simulation for early
fabrication. Designs will be developed and tested as electronic or computer prototypes. The
process will thus be relatively less expensive, earlier, and more comprehensive than otherwise
would have been the case. The resulting systems will be fielded with fewer performance
shortfalls.
CURRENT CAPABILITIES
Review of the use of simulations in the acquisition and test .andevaluation processes indicates that,
while significant advances have been made, opportunities for improvement remain. These are
briefly discussed in the Tremainder of this section.
System-on-System and Force-on-Force Simulations
Thegeneration of functional requirements relies heavily on system-on-system and forceon-force simulations. These sinulations are employed at numerous Army agencies and by
industry. Force-on-force and system-on-system simulations, with or without analyst
intervention during execution, will continue to play an important role in tie acquisition
process. They will be used to explore issues associated with force effectiveness at the
division, corps, and echelons above corps levels; at a lower level, running much faster than
"combat time", they will provide a means of rapidly screening materiel, tactical, doctrinal,
and organizational alternatives and quantifying the differences between diem. In the
context of test and evaluation, such simulations can be u:sed to generate stimuli for and
responses to actions taken by operators or crews at. the sys'-tem level, as well as provide a
large context for participating soluiers and units.
Problems remain with these simulations: representations of command, control and
intelligence (CVI) and human behavior are much less credible than desired, and processes
such as Electronic Warfare and stealth, as well aF chemical and biological warfare, are
poorly represented if at all. The Army must contiihue its efforts to overcome these problems
if the simulations are to provide valid and credible support in the system development arnd
test and evaluation processes.
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Without exception, representatives from industry who briefed the subpanel expressed the
need for a common set of ciata for these simulations: data describing scenarios, tactics,
threat systems, and friendly systems. The maintenance and availability of a common data
set would contribute to ensuring that all participantF in the generation of functional
requirements and design specifications would share the same perspective and thus avoid
wasted effort.
If the "user" is defined to be the combat soldier who will operate, maintain, or support a
system, then the current generation of Army system-on-system and foice-on-force models
are "user unfriendly". They were constructed to be used by analysts, and their algorithms
and logic are in many cases not easily expljain uL. Users question validity and credibility.
In addition, the performance and behavior of individuals, crews, and teams is not
represented well. As a consequence, the participation of the user in the early stages of
requirements generation and concept development has been and continues to be much less
effective than desired.
The user can provide valuable input as to what is feasible in combat, what is easily
countered or exploited, and what makes sense in terms of tactics and concepts of
employment. In the absence of this input, there is a danger that functional requirements
and the designs which respond to those requirements will be found to be inappropriate later
in the design and development process. The later such problems are identified the greater
the cost of correction and the cost of potential performance foregone. User involvement is
thus critical, and it must be increased. System-on-system and force-on-force models are
essential and can be made more "user friendly", but other means of involving the user must
be found.
High Resolution, Man-in-the-Loop Simulations
Because of the increased complexity of systems and the battlefield on which they are
employed, the use of high resolution, man-in-the-loop simulators has become a necessary
part of the design and development of major weapon systems. These simulators, using
computer technology, have evolved from the traditional static mock-ups of major weapot,
systems. They typically include high fidelity representations of crew stations and employ
computer-generated imagery, with some including moving bases.
.e
, 1-, ,t,,U%,. L.
High resolution simulators, such as those employed in . LI-i pfiu,-g
replicate, as precisely as is possible, the performance of a proposed or alternative system
design. As such, they incorporate software or electronic representations of components,
assemblies, and subsystems. As designs progress, hardware components are substituted
for their electronic analog.
Throughout the design and development process, high resolution, man-in-the-loop
simulators contribute to "building it right the first time". By operating the simulator, or
electronic prototype, on a virtual battlefield the designer and developer are able to expose
the design to battlefield situations and environments. They can exploit opportunities and
correct shortfalls before fabrication. The acquisition process will be accelerated. It may
take less time for much m're complex systems, or it will take the same time. In the opinion
of the LH competitors, the duration of the LH design activity paralleled that of past rotary
wing designs, but for a system that was approximately twenty.-five percent more complex.
It was their view that simulators made this possible.
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The high resolution simulators employed for the Army to date have functioned as
independent systems. Representation of the behavior and responses of threat and friendly
systems in the simulated battlefield is accomplished by means of manned controller stations
and, to a lesser extent, by means of algorithms and logic. The tactical situations in which
the performances of simulated designs are evaluated have been namowly defined: the
duration of simulated encounters is usually brief, and the number of entities included is
relatively small. There are arguments for, and advantages to, expanding the scope and
resolution of the simulated battlefield. Such an expansion would provide a more
comprehensive stream of stimuli to the operators, a larger set of potential actions, and a
wider range of feedback from the battlefield. While use of the simulators during design
focuses heavily on carefully designed and controlled tests, there are advantages to be
gained from consideration of longer and more realistic missions and greater degrees of free
play and user interaction.
Expansion of the simulated battlefield is also necessary to accommodate such systems as JSTARS and ATACMS which respond to and impact on a wide range of entities distributed
over large geographic areas. Expansion can be made by means of additional algorithms,
logic and data and by adding manned simulators. The resolution of such additional
simulators could range from controller workstations to high resolution man-in-the-loop,
hardware-in-the-loop. Given the current state-of-the-art of models and simulations of
huran performance and behavior, there appear to be clear advantages to utilizing a greater
number of man-in-the-loop workstations or low resolution simulators, relying on high
resolution only when necessary.
High resolution man-in-the-loop simulators should be used in the design of any rmjor
Army system. Indeed, the use of such simulators is necessary to handle the complexity of
such systems. The resources needed to develop the simulators are small relative to total
program costs. Where Computer Image Generation (CIG) is required, it may be a cost
driver, but the costs of high resolution CIG are steadily decreasing. Moving bases may or
may not be desirable; when incorporated they, too, are cost drivers, but will become less
expensive and more capable. Software is a third driver; it, too, will have a decreasing cost
impact.
It is not clear that high resolution man-in-the-loop simulators are, fully integrated into those
phases of the acquisition process which follow initial design, i.e., engineering
development, tcst ant' evaluation, and, later, d..C.
.Lefit
m
Th-,
areuch
that this integration should be accomplished. A high resolution man-in-the-loop simulator,
once developed for a system, should be kept available throughout the system life cycle and
modified to reflect design changes and upgrades. It should always be available for use in
analyzing the impact of changes on the operational battlefield, the development of tactical or
organizational responses, and to support the product improvement process.
Distributed Interactive Simulation
The Army's current generation of weapon systems is the result of acquisition programs that
were initiated, for the most part, ten or more years ago. Simulations which at that time
represented the state of the art contributed to these programs. Advances in computational
capacity and memory availability have been applied to enhance these simulations, which
were typically closed form or analyst-in-the-loop methodologies. As noted earlier in this
appendix, these simulations were and continue to be constructed for and used by analysts.
User confidence in their results is often low. The Distributed Interactive Simulation
concept, demonstrated in the DARPA/Army SIMNET program, offers the user a means of
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participating in analyses and studies that, properly applied, may contribute to overcoming
this lack of confidence.
DIS, as demonstrated in the SIMNET program, is based upon a distributed network of
simulators. It employs object oriented prograrmAing. SIMNET, in a configuration called
SIMNET-D, has been applied in combat development activities at Fort Knox and at Fort
Rucker The SIMNET concept is currently proceeding in two versions: a training version,
The Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (CAT), and a developmental version, the Battlefield
Distributed Simulation-Developmental (BDS-D).
BDS-D is a network of low resolution manned simulators which embody the operational
characteristics of the systems they represent. BDS-D also includes Semi-Automated Forces
(SAFOR). SAFOR simulates the presence and actions of groups of one or more item
systems, i.e., with a controller-in-the-loop SAFOR simulates performance, behavior, and
command and control of virtual systems which interact with the manned simulators on a
virtual or electronic battlefield.
Given an appropriate implementation, BDS-D applied in combat development will facilitate
user involvement. Users will be able to explore concepts and generate more appropriate
requirements while at the same time considering tactical and operational issues. Upon entry
to the engineering design and development phase, the level of user involvement can be
maintained. As design details emerge, low resolution simulators can be modified or
developed to reflect them and then employed by users to explore perfonrmance and examine
tactical and organizational issues in greater detail. BDS-D will facilitate identification of
critical issues for developmental and opera zaiti -t.-s"igand It w.ill,, off,.e
,s of
conducting force-on-force tests to supplement FDT&E using simulators which embody the
operational performance parameters of the actual systems. On the BDS-D battlefield the
simulated systems can fight a wide range of different threats under conditions (safety, range
availability, cost, etc.) that preclude field testing but which represent both typical and
atypical combat conditions. In short, test and evaluation will be more comprehensive, and
relative to today's practices, could be earlier in the acquisition process. Finally, BDS-D
will be useful after a system is fielded, in support of product improvement initiatives.
BDS-D does not yet exist, and there are several dimensions of the program that should be
defined more precisely. First, it is not clear how many manned simulators will be procured
o .i.. t11y .
einstalled.
1
f.l.iven the growth nf rrmnuter technoingy, connecting
1,000 or more manned simulators and including more than 1,000 SAFOR entities is
probably *ell within the state of the art. BDS-D is intended to provide at least a Battalion
Task Force slice as an initial capability. The question of how large a battlefield is required
beyond this remairs open. A corps level context is necessary to address many issues
associated with Combat Support, Combat Service Support and Q1 systems; however, it is
not clear what minimum size of urdt needs to be individually represented in such a
simulation.
Second, there remain some questions associated with implementing BDS-D. The key to
the DIS concept, and thus CATT and BDS-D, is the novel implementation of objectoriented programming employed. In essence, each system on the BDS-D electronic
battlefield is ai object. Each object is either implemented in hardware/software (the
manned simulators) or in software with limited man-in-the-loop control (SAFOR). Each
object maintains cognizance over its own "world" (terrain, system status, entities in view,
etc.), calculates changes in that world due to exogenous or endogenous influences, and
communicates those changes to all other objects on the network via a message packet.
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Message packets from all other objects on the network provide a means of identifying and
incorporating exogenous events and conditions. Algorithms, logic and, in the case of
manied simulators, operator input provide endogenous factors. All hardware/ software
objects are their own computational devices; software objects are implemented in small
groupings on one or more micro-computers. DIS thus distributes processing. Since
processing capacity is growing both larger and less expensive this strategy has intuitive

appeal

Several questions associated with this implementation must be resclved. Packet size and
update frequencies interact with network capacity. Once a packet size has been chosen, it
will undoubtedly be adequate for most systems represented. However, it is possible to
envision the addition of new systems or new subsystems to systems already represented in
BDS-D which would require that packet size be expanded and that data elements and
software be added to every system object on the network. It is also possible to envision the
addition of systems with capabilities which would require the expanded resolution of such
basic data as terrain. Concomitant changes to the software present in every object will also
be required to represent the tactical and operational impact of a new capability in just one
system.
Problems of this sort are particularly relevant to efforts to simultaneously play high and low
resolution simulators on the same electronic battlefield. The lowest common denominator
of required resolution may be higher than that typically played. Low resolution objects
must be given data of sufficient resolution to allow them to adapt to the presence and impact
of the system represented in the high resolution simulator. The value of integrating high
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Third, the SAFOR portion of BDS-D is critical to its credibility and usefulness. SAFOR
represents command and control and behavior. Representations of these piocesses present a
challenge to the models and simulations used in analysis and elsewhere, and they will
present a similar challenge to BDS-D. In this regard, it is not clear whether objects will
continue to be instantiated only at the item system level or whether BDS-D will include, for
example, battalion, brigade or division objects. Should the latter be the case, questions of
disaggregation and aggregation must be addressed. These questions have been a major
problem, as yet unsolved, in the models and simulations used in analysis.
F•urth the, nrprating rnct¢ nf RTB.q-D remain vnpnem.
In etimating thte• costs BDS-D is
perhaps best treated as a test range. Making a BDS-D "run" will require that simulators be

configured to match the design alternatives considered, that appropriate SAFOR for future
friendly and threat systems be put in place, and that any changes required to adequately
represent new capabilities be made in BDS-D as a whole. Given these activities are
accomplished, some time may be required for operator (and SAFOR) training to preclude
learning effects. Once these preparations are completed, one or more "runs for credit"
(replicated to establish statistical validity) can be made in real time. Following analysis of
results, designs, tactics and/or organizations may be changed and the process repeated.

These activities all take time and require resources. Some may, on occasion, be far from
routine. It is possible to envision concepts which, if represented appropriately in BDS-D,
would require changes to the basic features of the system, in addition to configuring the
simulators, and updating the SAFOR. The costs of these activities, the time consumed,
and the degree of management required axe not clear at this time, but they will be
substantial.
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Design Aids
It is worth noting that there has been significant growth in the use of simulations and
models as aids to design components and predict performance. These aids are part of
Computer Aided Design and Concurrent Engineering. They are critical to the design of
complex weapon systems, and significant efforts are being devoted to their development
and use in the Army and in the defense industry.
Two application areas for design aids are worthy of comment. First, it is not clear that
comprehensive versions of such aids and associated simulations are available to support
designs which utilize EW and stealth technologies or technologies which reduce
vulnerability to chemical and biological weapons. Second, although considerable advances
have been made, aids which address human factors issues are not as mature as their
counterparts for, for example, mechanical or electrical components and subsystems. While
high resolution man -in-the-loop techniques can support operator/crew station design, the
issues of maintenance and support interfaces remain important. In this area improved
design aids would be a significant addition to the CAD/CALS systems employed in the
acquisition process.
SUMMARY
The state of the art of simulation technology employed in the acquisition process has grown
significantly since the Army designed and developed its current generation of weapon systems.
Simulations now are critical components of the acquisition process; their use will shorten it and
i-, --w i-1-h
a hih ..gree of con-fidnce, that the first complete prototvpe will meet the Army's
requirements. Moreover, simulations will provide the Army with an earlier and better
understanding of such systems to include related tactics, doctrine, and organizations. Advances in
computer hardware and software technologies have made possible the t.ogress in modeling and
simulation capability over the past ten years. The DIS concept is a particularly good example of
this progress: it distributes processing and memory and links entities over a network, and it
employs object oriented programniing. DIS is not the only example: system-on-system and forceon-force models are more comprehensive and easier to develop and use, and processing capacity
has facilitated significant increases in the scope and power of CAD. Shortfalls remain, but they are
not intractable. The Army should act to ensure that it takes advantage of current modeling and
simulation capabilities and fosters continued development of these now critical components of the
aCqu-tisition and
an
t ier d evaluation processes.
SIMULATION SUPPORT FOR THE ACQUISITION PROCESS: A PLAN FOR THIE
FUTURE
The Terms of Reference of this Summer Study require the panel to "provide a plan that projects the
research, development and acquisition strategy required to realize the simulation capability the
Army should have 10 to 20 years into the future". This section provides the subpanel's
contributions to that plan.
Any plan must have a goal or objective and, in the context of simulation support for the acquisition
process, such a goal follows naturally from a perspective of the acquisition process as one which
relies on a sequence of progressively more detailed and comprehensive tests and c'valuations. The
subpanel suggests that the Army establish the following goal:
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For any major system, test and evaluate the evolving system on a virtual
electronic battlefield throughout the acquisition process and the system life
cycle.
This goal is intended to encompass all phases of the life cycle from concept development and
requirements generation through design, development, production, and fielding to product
improvement. It should include operations, maintenance, and support in any theater or situation in
which the Army may be required to conduct operations.
There are important benefits to be derived from attaining this goal, including:
increased "user" involvement throughout the acquisition process,
better definition of fi'uctional requirements with early understanding of tactical, operational
and organizational is. ies,
early identification of design shortfalls with corrections applied before specifications are
completed and fabrication begun,
more comprehensive and more efficient test and evaluation programs, including DT, OT,
and FDT&E, and
more thorough examination of materiel, doctrinal, organizational and training alternatives in
the Product Improvement process for fielded systems.
The Army and industry have already taken actions which constitute progress toward this goal.
Deveklpers who briefed the subpanel indicated that simulation was now a necessary component of
the design and development of complex weapon systems. Briefers from the test and evaluation
community reported a similar requirement for test and evaluation, consistent with the
recommendations of an earlier (1988) ASB study and the 1989 DSB Task Force on Improving Test
and Evaluation Effectiveness. In the case of the design and development, neither time nor funds
are available to support a fabricate-test process. In the case of the test and evaluation, the scope of
many systems irecludes testing throughout the performance envelope irrespective of the cost and
availability of ranges and facilities. Simulation, or test and evaluation on a virtual battlefield, will
allow the Army to determine valid and appropriate requiremen:ts and to "build its systems right the
first time" avoiding the problems that have plagued the acquisition process to the present day.
Given the goal of test and evaluation on a virtual battlefield and the fact that the first steps toward
this goal have been taken, it should be noted that the Army cannot leave progress to chance. In the
remainder of this section a number of actions are proposed which should accelerate progress and
provide capabilities to support system development and acquisition through the next 10 to 20
years.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
In order to achieve the goal suggested above the Army should take a number of actions. One of
these, the development of a Distributed Interactive Simulation, is overarching. It puts in place a
means of potentially increasing the quality and improving the timing of user involvement
throughout the system life cycle. The remainder are tied to different activities or phases of the life
cycle from the generation of requirements to product improvement.
Cl0

Develop a Distributed Interactive S'mulation
The Army should develop a distributed inten'.nve sim lation to support the system
acquisition process for major systems. BDS-D Tbould be designed and developed to fill
this role. As such it should be utilized in ali phses of the acquisition process from the
generation of functional requirements and cotice, #u;ýploration through design and
development and test and evaluation, as well as ir support of product improvement. BDSD should focus on facilitating user participatio:. tl•roughout the acquisition process,
emphasizing operational performance and the dev-c imlent of sound and appropriate tactical
and organizational concepts. In this regard the resolution of the manned simulators
employed in BDS-D should be chosen to proviue ýhe degree of fidelity necessary to support
user participation and the consideration of opcrational performance. Higher resolution
should be added only when required to providk. this support.
BDS-D should have sufficient scope to support the acquisition of major weapon systems as
well as other major systems developed for combat support and combat service support
including command, control and intelligence. It should provide a means of evaluating the
impact of such factors as Electronic Warfare, low observables and stealth, chemical and
biological warfare and the natural environment on system functional requirements, design
specifications and operational performance. By so doing it will support the Army's ability
to develop and field systems of increasing complexity. It will, properly applied, contribute
to improvements in the acquisition process, in particular proper definition of functional
requirements and identification and correction of design shortfalls early in the process when
inexpensive solutions can be found. BDS-D will contribute to the Army's ability to "do it
right the first time".
Emphasize the Use of Man-in-the-Loop Electronic Prototypes in Combat
Developments and Requirements Generation
"TheArmy should emphasize and encourage the use of man-in-the-loop electronic
prototypes in combat development and requirements generation for appropriate major
systems as a complement the techniques and tools already in use. Specifically the Army
should field to combat developers low-resolution, rapidly re-configurable, manned
simulators for use in BDS-D. The simulators should be used to "electronically prototype"
materiel concepts. These electronic piototypes should then be employed in BDS-D to
explore operational performance, and tactical and organizational issues, leading to
functional requirements which incorporate a full range of user input. MAe fuhctional
requirements which result should be more appropriate, and tactical and organizational
issues should be identified and better understood.
Mandate the Use of High Resolution Man-in-the-Loop and Hardware-inthe-Loop Electronic Prototypes
The Army should mandate the use of high resolution man-in-the-loop electronic prototypes
throughout the d(velopment process: engineering design and development, test and
evaluation, and product improvement. As designs mature, hardware-in-the-loop should be
integrated as appro)riate into these high resolution electronic prototypes so that they
represent with high fidelity the response of the design to any stimuli and provide
appropriate feedback to any action taken by operators, maintainers or support personnel.
hi contrast to the electronic prototypes recommended for concept exploration and
requirements generation, which represent operational performance, the high resolution
Cil

simulators recormnended here must provide a faithful reproduction of technical
performance. They are intended to support detailed design trades and establish, with high
confidence, the anticipated performance of the system in any battlefield situations in which
it may operate. As such, particularly during the design phase, they will be used in a
standalone mode with carefully controlled test conditions. In such a mode high resolution
representations of the tactical situation and battlefield environment may be provided by
other high resolution simulators, by low resolution workstations and by special purpose
algorithmis and data. In other modes it wil be beneficial to integrate these prototypes into
BDS-D. Accordingly they should be designed to comply with BDS-D standards and
protocols.
High resolution man-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop electronic prototypes of major
systems should be. funded by Program Managers. They should be maintained thioughout
the system life cycle and continually updated to reflect design changes. T7hey should be
employed when appropriate in DT, OT and FDT&E.
In parallel with the development and use of the high resolution electronic prototype, the
Program Matiager should fund the development of lower resolution simulators for BDS-D.
These simulators should represent the tactical and operational performance of the emerging
design and serve as a means of maintaining user involvement and supporting
developmental and operational testing. Sufficient numbers of these. simulators should be
procured to support FDT&E.
M-Iih resolution man-in-the-loopD simulation is now a necessary component of the design
and develop-ment of major systems; necessarny to handle the complexity of these systemis
and to avoid costly design errors. These simulators and their low resolution BDS-D
counterparts will ensure that user involvement is maintained throughout the design and
development processes. Their use will contribute to more effective DT and OT programs;
critical issues will be identified early and appropriate test and evaluation activities can be
performed and carried out. DT and OT which employ the electronic prototypes will also be
more comprehensive; issues for which cost, range availability, safety, etc., preclude field
testing can be explored on the BDS-D electronic battlefield.
Mandate the use of Electronic Prototypes and the Electronic Battlefici
FDT&E

in

The Army should mandate the use of electronic prototypes and BDS-D in FDT&E for all
major systems. This action will contribute significantly to the scope and effectiveness of
FDT&E. Use of the electronic prototypes will facilitate early identification of critical test
issues which must be tested with troops and equipment in the field. Use of the electronic
prototypes and BDS-D will add to the scope of FDT&E; it will providtL mechanism for
examining issues that, for reasons of cost, safety, etc., cannot be tested in the field.
Finally, if tile Army sets an exit criteria which requires use of electronic prototypes and
BDS-D, it will contribute to the development of those prototypes and their use in the design
and development phases of the acquisition process.
In implementing this recommendation the Army must be cognizant of current policies, both
its own and those of DoD, which govern test and evaluation. The Army must ensure that
these policies accommodate much greater reliance on simulation to extend the results of live
fire and field tests.
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Base the Development of BDS.D on Anticipated Requirements

Over the next 10 to 15 years the Army will develop test and field a new generation of
systems, including the RAH-66, the ATCCS, and elements of the ASM. Each of these
system programs would realize substantial benefits from the use of BDS-D. The Army
should therefore synchronize the development of BDS-D with a prioritized list of
anticipated applications derived from the milestones and phases of its major acquisition
programs. Thie initial capabilities of BDS-D pertain to close combat, relevant to RAH-66
and ASM. The need to support programs such as ArcCS or UAV may be more important,
if so the BDS-D development program should be altered accordingly.
SECONDARY ISSUES
The concepz of a comprehensive virtual battlefield includes representation of all battlefield
processes and environmental conditions. Such representations are required to conduct analyses
and evaluations of concepts and alternative designs, to provide a complete set of stimuli and
feedback for high resolution man-in-the-loop simulators, and to support test and evaluation. The
Army should continue its ongoing efforts to expand and improve such representations or process
models. Several are worthy of note at this time, others will emerge in the future.

Representations of command and control and soldier performance are recognized as a shortfall in
virtually all simulations and models. The BDS-D overcomes this shortfall to a certain extent by
using operators in simulated systems and by using controllers in a SAFOR mode. As long as the
rumher of systems present on a BDS-D battlefield is relatively small, this approach is feasible.
However, as the number of systems grows, the demand for controllers wiii become prohibitive
unless SAFOR modules can realistically represent the command and control of units and
formations, and the behavior of "virtual" systems and soldiers in those units and formations. High
priority should be assigned to research to improve models and simulations of command and control
and behavior. BDS-D will be a major user of such research and, at the same time, a testbed for it.
A second and related set of processes requiring representation in simulations and models are those

associated with the "electromagnetic battlefield", including but not restricted to electronic warfare.
The dynamics of the electromagnetic battlefield are important and will become more significant in
the future as low observable and stealth technologies are incorporated in designs and the
requirements for coordinated action among systems become more critical. At the levels of
classification in which the subpanei conducted its activies, rpi-• i;ntatiorif
tbhe elec,,.-.n.tic
battlefield and electronic warfare were rudimentary at best and usually omitted. The Army should
act, in the near term, to overcome this shortfall. Chemical and biological warfare should receive a
similar level of emphasis.
Investigating command control, intelligence, electronic warfare and chemical and biological
warfare, and incorporating representations of these processes in models and simulations, have
been significant activities in the Army's analysis agencies for over 25 years. Those agencies have
also dealt extensively with the issues of aggregation and the interfaces between high and low
resolution simulations. The goal of these efforts has been and continues to be the improvement of
the models and simulations used in Army analysis. The knowledge and expertise built up in the
analysis agencies is directly relevant to development of BDS-D. The design and implementation of
SAFOR logic is one example; the use of single objects corresponding to units such as battalions,
brigades, or divisions is another example of areas in which that knowledge and expertise should be
brought to bear. The development of BDS-D would also benefit from other expertise present in the
Army analysis organizations. For example, those organizations have extensive experience in
applying their models and simulations in concept exploration and requirements generation.
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Consequently, they are familiar with the time required to develop data and define concepts and the
iterative processes of exploring the value of different system capabilities and determining

appropriate tactics and organizations. It is not clear that early development of distributed interactive
simulations made use of the knowledge and expertise available in the analysis agencies, nor is it
clear that that knowledge and expertise will be applied in the development of BDS-D. The Army
should act to ensure that its analysis agencies play a suitable role in that development.
Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems, Concurrent Engineering (CE) techniques, and Computer
Aided Logistics Support (CALS) represent systems and techniques that include simulations and
analytics models. Industry has adopted these techniques, and their use in Army Materiel Command
is widespread. Capabilities will undergo continuous enhancement, for the most part independent
of the Army. Nonetheless there are domains, for example, armor, large caliber gun systems, and
heavy tracked vehicles, in which the Army should continue to support the development and
enhancement of design aids. As technologies critical to the Army mature, the Army should ensure
that design aids appropriate to those technologies are available within its RDA organizations and in
industry.

Verification. validation, and accreditation of all simulations is, and will continue to be, an issue. In
the case of high resolution computer prototypes, in distributed simulations, and in computer aided
design routines, the issue is partially overcome by the fact that models or simalations of well
defined physical processes usually rest upon theory and data. The degrie to which the simulated
processes are faithfully represented can be determined; those instances in which simulated
processes occur outside of the theoretical or experimental envelope should be identifiable and
manageable.
Verification and validation and accreditation of simulated human behavior, including command and
control, remains a challenge. This challenge is particularly significant for BDS-D. If it is to
represent the entities on a division or corps level battlefield, it will rarely, if at all, have the luxury
of manning simulators of all the vehicles and systems of the combat arms and combat support and
combat service support organization. However, as noted earlier, BDS-D will provide a testbed
for research in this domain supplementing current Army efforts, e.g., those based on training
center data.
In the case of other Army simulations, such as CASTFOREM, FORCEM, or VIC, verification,
validation, and accreditation remain important. These simulations, and others like them, will
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and examining issues related to force level effectiveness. Accreditation of simulations and data is
necessary to ensure that different Army agencies and industrial users employing such simulations
in the acquisition process all work from common data and process representations that the Army
understands.
AFFORDABILITY
Estimates of the size of the military simulation market vary, but it is not unreasonable to assume it
will exceed one billion dollars annually by the end of the century. Simulations used in the
acquisition and test and evaluation processes will form a portion of this market, but that portion
will be small relative to that asscciated with training. One can thus argue that training applications
will pace development and technology growth; the acquisition process will benefit accordingly.
In the context of the subpanel's activities and conclusions, simulation is a necessary component of
the acquisition process. Thus the Army cannot avoid funding development and use, particularly of
high resolution man-in-the-loop simulators. Such simulators are not prohibitively expensive
C14
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relative to total program costs, and systems as complex as those to be acquired in the future cannot
be successfully designed without them.
A similar situation exists in test and evaluation. The Army cannot afford to conduct comprehensive
testing. It is too costly and in many cases it is infeasible. Test programs must be designed so as to
focus on and resolve critical issues in tests of actual hardware and units. Simulation will contribute
to identifying such issues early in the design and development process; it will also provide a
mechanism for comprehensive testing in which the performance envelope of a system can be
explored, the boundaries of the envelope can be identified and the full potential, tactical and
operational, of the system can be employed.
CONCLUSIONS
Simulation is now a necessary component of the acquisition process. The Army should take
actions to exploit simulation technology in all of its system acquisition programs throughout
system life cycles. High resolution man-in-the-loop simulators are critical to successfully
designing and developing complex systems. Distributed Interactive Simulations will become
critical for test and evaluation, particularly FDTE. Distributed Interactive Simulation will
complement, but not replace, other techniques in concept exploration, demonstration and
validation, and full-scale development.
As a goal, the Army should pursue test and evaluation on a virtual battlefield throughout the
acquisition process. In a sense, the Army has no option but to pursue this goal; it should do so in
a carefully managed and cost effective way to ensure comprehensive capabilities are available when
required by the acquisition piugaf••is of thie r•n
ext 20V yC,ars.
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APPENDIX D
TECHNOLOGY PANEL

II

FINDING 1.

RAPID ADVANCES ARE BEING MADE IN KEY UNDERLYING
TECHNOLOGIES.

Over roughly the past decade, there have been three technological revolutions that have productA
qualitative changes in the ability to construct electronic simulators. First, progress in ultra large
scale integration of circuits has dramatically increased the circuit density. The computer-on a chip
has become a reality. Secondly, this technology made possible the personal computer revolution in
which both the power, cost, availability and ease of use of computing technology was captured in
individual machines that formerly were accessible only to large organizations. Finally, the
capability to utilize this technology in many identical units is now being expressed in massively
parallel systems. All of this technology explosion has been and will continue to be driven by the
commercial marketplace. However, i-s availability has transformed the technical landscape in
which the Army can envision carrying out its future simulations and simulators. There are four
specific areas in which the technology has particularly strong implications for simulation needs.
Massively Parallel Computers
Inherent physical and architectural constraints dictate that future advances in computer
power will come from utilizing many similar computational units in parallel rather that from
a single cpu. The capability of the identical units has grown exponentially over the past
several years so that the performance of the single element is now approaching that of a
modern super computer. As shown in the chart below the scalar power of an individual
chip (i.e., a microcomputer) is comparable with that of a supercomputer. Within the next
several years the same will be true for vector processing chips. Equally rapid growth is
expected to continue well into the next decade.
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There a=e many kinds of parallel computers differing primarily in the required level of
communication among the individual units.However, from the Army's view, the important
point is that several orders of magnitude increase in computing power will be available at
fractions of the cost of current technology. This extensive capability will be available in low

end and mid-range personal computers and workstations, as well as producing a much
nmo

powerful supercomputer. Assuming that the software can be developed to utilize this

spectrum of machines, the Army will be able to do hi-fi simulation of complex systems or
deviccs at one end and very rapid turnaround, lower fidelity but still realistic simulations on
the level uf the individual soldier.
It is also evident that, in principle, many of dte most important Army simulations (such as
force-on-force) are extremely well adapted to a parallel processing representation since that
in fact describes the real world.
Displays
The realism of visual displays will benefit gv-eatly from HDTV technology. Display
technology is advancing rapidly, and is being strongly driven by other than Army needs.

Far more information will be represented on one screen than with present technology.
What to show and when the human luimt to absorb is reached, are more pressing questions
than what can be presented at a reasonable cost.
Human-Machine Interaction
It has been estimatea that 70% of new processing power trom the faster processo)rs will be
directed at the user interface.. Noice input and output, speech recognition, "commnmnd
gloves", eye tracing cursors, and head mounted displays all combiwe to enable a science
fiction like capability that will be on us in no time.
These technologies are racing at us. We must begin to cope with them in a systematic way,
so that the simulations will be realistic and expansive enough to answer the key questions
that will arise as to the value, not of any one of these new techniques or tools, but from the
combination of two, three, or four in a single weapon system or command and control
console. Unless we assemble a team with this mission, we will be stumbling with impaired
vision into the new battlefield.
Networks
Currently, most simulations are. done within one "locality" where all of the information
exchange occurs on local area networks (e.g. ETHERINETS) with rates in the 10 mbps
range. As the use of simulation increases the required rates will grow by several orders of
magnitude so that band-widths must increase accordingly. It appears that fiber optic
systems under development (such as FDDI) will provide adequate bandwidth for local area
network applications. For wide-area networks (also known as long-haul), the principal
drivers are multi-national, multi-service communications and the Army should be able to
utilize these broader function networks for its long haul (wide area networks) interactions.
DARPA will almost certairnly bk the pri-nary stimulus for devtloping such networks, (e.g.
TWBnet in the near term) although the Army will need to ensure that its local area nets
follow th.e standards and protocols necessary for attaching to the wide area nets.
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SOFTWARE EXPLOITATION WILL LAG

FINDING 2.

Software is highly complex. Its complexity is primarily the result of attempting to develop a
conceptual construct of a functional need that must be both highly precise and detailed in its
definition. We seem not to be able to do that very well. This inherent complexity has resulted in
only incremenul improvements in the way we use software to solve our problems. When we
contrast the softwa,, improvements to the technological improvements in hardware - at least six
orders of magnitude over the last three decades - there is a natural frustration at the slow rate of
progress in softwam exploitation. The chart below schematically illustrates the lags in both
function and constru,.tion that lead to this difference.
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Software, as a technology, has not lacked major attempts to find silver bullets. Design models,
top-down programming, new languages, and operating systems have all been attempts to improve
effectiveness and efficiency of software development. I- terestingly, the primary focus of these
efforts is to improve the production of code and not to simplify the construct of the functional
problem.
Although far from silver bullets, there appear to be capabilities now available that will improve the
Army's ability to produce appropriate software:
"* Dictate the use of established standards, e.g. languages, data, design tools, as a means of
simplifying the production of code.
"* Use rule based expert systems to capitalize on the intellectual and experience base of the
experts in the area o," functional interest.
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*

Use ob.,ect-uriented programming - the design btasis for T1LAC's highly regarded EAGLE
model-, as a means of achieving early and disciplined development of hierarchically-based
problems. Object-oriented programming offers a number of othfer major attributes
includcig ease of maintenance, and clarity of design. It is a design and programming
tkclinique that offers great promise to the software developer.

"Therc are two phriiaiy means of achieving large improvements in die development of software
based systems.
Do not develop software but acquire it from others ; i.e_, do not build, but buy. Software
reutilization is only now perceived as a prhxary means of avoiding ibe costly and laborious
efforts in the software life cycle. The Aimy STAMIS community has recognized the need
and has an initiative underway, entitled RAPUD, that evaluatesvalidates, and distributes
software modules to its software developers. The modeling and simulation community
should follow STAMIS's lead towards using RAPH) or creating a similar capability. In a
proactive manner, funcionally acceptable and operational software should be made
available to everyone in the modeling and simulation community.
Software should be recognized as an entity that will gain value over time through its
continued use. Software terminology has changed in time to reflect this thought process.
Software was "written," then it was "built" and now it is "grown."
Software improves through the iterative process that takes place through use by many
different entities and organizations in different environments. There is always a tendency
to believe that the way to improve software is to begin anew.Tne Army should follow
present industry-wide practice to iterate software as a means of ensuring its refinement.
FINDING 3. UNDERSTANDING OF MODELING AND SIMULATION, ITS
USE, AND HOW/WHEN TO INTRODUCE NEW ADVANCES
WILL LAG
An expanded discipline of Modeling/Simulation (M/S) is needed to adequately monitor the high
fidelity models of the designers of major new weapon systems, and to construct and utilize CAT_
and RDS-D. New technology is roaring down the delivery paths - graphics, networks,
parallelism, and Human-Machine Interface - and the ability to efficiently utilize tihese advances in a
-IM-I-LUtApl•Uaý."
"JL
.um
.
timely way to o great extetit uepends3 on It 11lallUa G
In the year 2005 we should be able to have a review of a model that not only addresses the fidelity
of the model, but also the construction of the model. Questions such as "does this model have the
main parts of a model clearly defined and separately implemented?" should be addressed.
A discipline of models will allow a more rapid introduction of new tecbnology from the component
world. The discipline, along with better software technology, will allow for much faster updates,
fixes, and changes. It will allow for faster audit and review. It will greatly reduce the cost of
maintaining the nodel/simulation.
The Army should designate Center(s)l of Excellence for M/S and charge the Ccnter with the
formulation of the discipline of MIS and the creation of standards for M/S. This will be a lengthy
process, which will evolve over time and which will be conducted in cooperation with other DOD,
service, and university authorities. The Center will be tasked to participate in major audits and to
assist in the assessment of major models, both vendor and Army models. The Center will be
tasked to provide leadership in the articulation of the future desired capabilities in MIS.
Throughout the remainder of this section Center will refer to one or more Centers.
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The Center should be attached to existing facilities now in being and should be funded to do
research and development, and to participate in standard-setting activities outside and within DoD.
The Center should be reviewed at least yearly. Questions such as "What is the value of man in tht.i
loop in a simulation of a force on force?" and "How do we intermix high and low fidelity models?"
should be expected to be answered.
FINDING 4.

AVAILABILITY OF DIGITAL TERRAIN DATA BASES IS
IMPORTANT AND IS CURRENTLY INADQUATE

The modeling and simulation community is dependent on the availability of digital terrain data for
those geographical areas of planned contingencies. It is obviously highly advantageous io be able
to train including the rehearsal of missions on the actual terrain upon which the force may fight. At
present there is a serious backlog at DMA with the result that simulated training is being
performed with generic - not contingency specific terrain information. The problem is many fold:
prior European emphasis, limited availability of high resolution maps, and limited DMA resources.
The Army must be persuasive at Joint Service and OSD forums of its need for increased
availability of digital terrain data - specifically to satisfy high priority contingencies. An associated
shortfall in the Army's means of capitalizing on digital terrain data is the Army's relative inactivity
in terrain standards efforts. Joint forums have been esmablished to define appropriate standards.
Although die Army leads the DOD in the development and utilization of distributed interactive
simulation, the same cannot be true for its standards activities. To achieve a true balance, the Army
needs to be more active in digital terrain standards,
FINDING 5. PROGRESS IN MODELING CRITICAL UNDERLYING
PHENOMENOLOGY IS THE KEY TO CREATING HIGH
RESOLUTION SIMULATIONS.
Increased electronic simulation capability alone is not sufficient to achieve satisfactorily high
fidelity resolution of Army systems or devices. If the individual items, components, or
interactions are poorly characterized, this can invalidate the results of an ostensibly higher level,
high fidelity simulation. Consequently, there must be a significant effort to achieve adequate
quality in the description of the underlying phenomenology.
A,,,h otf the ha;si n,-nnmqn lIgy work is funded outside the Army (e.g. by DARPA), and much
of it has historical origins tha, now represents "conventional wisdom". However, there are
phenomena which have special impact on Army systems (such as dynamic terrain or behavior of
reactive armor), and those whose performance characteristics are described by empirical, lowresolution models (such as kill probabilities for particular weapons).

We believe that the Army should assay the phenomenological models underlying its important
simulations, and focus its resources on bringing the low resolution ones up to sufficient accuracy.
Tnis could mean reassessing performance data bases, targeting specific physical phenomenon for
focused experimental/theoretical research, or carrying out sensitivity studies to identify high
leverage areas for furother study. In all cases emphasis should be on applied work directed at
achieving a necessary level of accuracy, not tech base development for its own sake.
SCOPE OF STUDY. The technology panel was chaired by Mr. Edward Brady, and the members
were Mr. Joseph Fox, Dr. Bruce Tarter, and Mr. Martin Zimnmer-man. In addition to the full panel
biefings, we held the following special sessions:
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Mir Cooation. Briefing by BBN on SIMNET and on concepts and technologies
relevant to future Army simulation needs.

L&awnce Livrmo Natonal Labora. Presentations on computing technology in the
coming decade; the national environment in supercomputing; electronic changes in the DoD
procurement process; and discussion of the algorithms and methodology involved in forceon-force simulations (Using JANUS as an illustrative example).
Ames Resarch Cente. Discussions on modeling/simulation by members of the Aeroflight
Dynamics Directorate, AVSCOM, with particular emphasis on flight control simulation.
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APPENDIX E
TRAINING

INTRODUCTION
The &= Focof Jene, 1991, states:
Training is the cornerstone of readiness. As such, the Army is
firmly committed to continuing tough, demanding and realistic
training for the entire force. Training will remain the Army's
top priority.
The DOD's Interim Report to Congress on the Conduct of the Persian Gulf Conflict addresses the
contributions of training to the success of DESERT STORM:
The high quality of training was one of the most important
contributions to the success of the Gulf operation. US Service
and Joint training centers and exercises of many varieties provided
realistic operational experiences that proved useful in the Gulf
theater.
The simple fact that actual combat can not be accomplished in training, leads to the complexity of
combat training. This is not a new problem. Gorman ("The Military Value of Training," IDA,
November, 1990) notes "...the Romans trained so that their drills were bloodless battles, and their
battles bloody drills, and that the ancient Chinese correctly perceived that they could trade sweat
evoked by arduous training for blood drawn by an enemy's edged weapon." The squad diill of the
Revolutionary Army was a mimic of what was expected to be maneuvers on the field of battle.
The practice of musketry was intended to develop the psycho-motor skills necessary to incapacitate
fJr batle- ever
1fatrs,tht ra-- n
foes in battle. Today, howevei, therie am a num.b. of.
more difficult. These include:
•
"°
"*
"
•
"*
*

more complex weapons systems
greater weapon systems range and lethality
limited training areas
limited training time and dollars
heightened environmental concerns
uncertain theaters of employment
certainty of a "joint" environment

These challenges can be partially offset by advanced simulation technology. These include:
"•
"*
"*
"*

cheaper and more powerful computers
well educated young soldiers who are aficionados of video games
availability of data bases and high fidelity visual displays
a largely computer literate officer corps

The Training Panel believes that the Distributed Interactive Simulator (DIS) technology offers a
revolutionary opportunity to perform realistic combined arms training of our heavy battalion task
forces on a realistic "Electronic Battlefield." This Electronic Battlefield can permit the
incorporation of enemy air strikes, electronic warfare, and indirect fire to a degree never before
achievable in other training exercises. This training opportunity offsets many of the inhibiting
El

factors of training space and resources and offers the ability to train over any type of terrain. It is
even possible to envisage the operational planning and mission rehearsal potential of this
technology in preparation for a future Operation DESERT STORM.
DEFINITIONS
The following definitions are used by the Training Panel. These are not official definitions in the
sense of being blessed by a document such as JCS Pub 1 or Webster's Dictionary. They are a
reasonable description of terms necessary for the understanding of this report.
Model. A set of mathematical or logical functions that are programmed in a computer to
represent combat and/or combat-related activities. There may be some opportunity for
human interaction, but the preponderance of model activity is dictated by rules established
as a priori by the modeler. JANUS is a typical example.
Simulation. A replication of combat or combat-related activities that would typically
include a visual presentation of the environment and a physical representation of all or
piece- of the weapon system or support equipment. As contrasted with a model, one
would expect to see a great deal of human involvement in a simulation, far fewer fixed
scenarios, and a preponderance of free play.
Simulator. Hardware that represents all or a piece of a weapon system. The crew
compartment of SIMNET is a simulator.
Entulator. Computer code and computers that are used to play the role of items, units and
organizations within a simulation.
U n it. An Army entity that is prescribed by a Table of Organization & Equipment. Units
include squads, platoons, companies, and battalions.
Organization. A collection of units associated for a purpose and normally for a long
duration. Examples include brigades, divisions, and corps.
Force. A collection of units and/or organizations associated for a purpose (typically a
combat mission) and normally for a short duration. A battalion task force is an example.
Field Training Exercise. Units, organizations, or forces practicing combat activities in
a training area such as the National Training Center.
Command Post Exercise. Training for commanders and staffs or units, organizations,
or forces. These exercises emphasize command, control, decision making, and
coordination of sutordinate entities.
Command Field Exercise. Training for units, organizations, and forces where a small
portion (perhaps a single leader or a team) acts as a surrogate for the entity.
PHILOSOPHY AND ORGANIZATION
The analysis and conclusions that follow are narrowly focused through a training prism. From that
perspective, we hold strongly to these assertions:
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"* combat success is a function of the combined capabilities of the soldiers, the quality of
their equipment, and the level of their proficiency
"* training resources (time, terrain, dollars, etc.) are scarce and will become even more
precious
"* soldiers fight as members of a unit within a combined arms force
"* units should train as units and as part of a combined arms force
In considering the application of models and simulation to training, we will consider both the
institution and unit training environment, and within each environment, individual and collective
training.
However, there is a third dimension needed, the size of the entity that is training. What may make
sense for a platoon may be folly for a division. Finally, there needs to be a fourth dimension in
that, while the Total Army is an enviable idealism, there are distinct differences in the training
requirements and opportunities for the Active Components and the Reserve/Guard Components.
The chart below is an overview of the electronic training assets available or to be available to the
•Army.
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TRAINING MODELS AND SIMULATIONS
This Section discusses the Army's use of models and simulations for training in TRADOC school
houses and within unit environments or settings. It considers elements from individuals to Corps,
both active and reserve components.
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Individual Level -- Institutional Setting, Active and Reserve Component
Models. We are unaware of any models that are used within te "school houses" for
individual training.
Simulations. We did not specifically address this topic with any TRADOC activity.

However, we are aware from previous experiences that there are numerous simulations
and simulators that are used for part task training, particularly to develop maintenance
skills. We also saw a number of such devices during a visit to ECC International
Corporation in Orlando. ECC trainers included:
"*
"•
•
"*
"*
"*

helicopter maintenance training simulator
a variety of simulators for the maintenance of AH-1 S Cobra sub-systems
Tank Turret Operational Maintenance Trainers (TTOMT)
M109 Howitzer Improvemem Program (HIP) trainers
Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE) simulators
Generic Airborne Radar Maintenance Trainer
Videodisc Gunnery Simulator (VIGS)
M

In general, these simulations are unsophisticated and sharply focused on a specific area
of training. They are relatively cheap, reliable, and easy to use. They appear to provide
effective training and allow self-paced instruction.
Our sole data point with the National Guard was with "rubber meets the road" level
trainers. These Army officers, were far more enthusiastic about ViGS than about
SIMNET. VIGS is a suitcase-sized trainer that is easily moved from training site to
training site. There is no need for an operator or for an on-site training assistant. The
individual soldier simply dials up the training he desires and paces himself through a
variety of gunnery exercises in a variety of different terrains and combat scenarios.
We would expect to see a normal evolution of these simulations through industry
development without a large Army R&D support. The Army policy of requiring these
devices be developed as a part of any weapon systems development is eminently sound.
While the process of evolving the requirements for these part task trainers, and nonsystems ining devices, is in plact,, die perceatage of the A'allocated to development of training devices appears to be on the order of one percent.
A modest increase in this area, if adopted, would appear to have a high return on
investment.
Individual Level, Unit Setting, Active and Reserve Components
Models. We are unaware of any models that are available within Army units for the
purpose of individual training.
Simulations. As contrasted with what one would find at the "school houses", there
are few simulators available within Army units for the training of individual soldiers.
Marksmanship trainers are the exception, and they are viewed favorably by the units
we co, tacted.
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Tet~m Level, Instit-u.tional Setting, Active and Reserve Compon.!nts

Models. We are anaware of any models that are used fori team training within the
institutional ixainirig environmentSimulation,- The Conduct of Fire Trainer (COH') is available within Army units for
the trainin,- team at several TRADOC installations. In addition, SIMNET is available at
a few TRADOC sitcs.

Team Training, Unit Setting
Models. We know of no models available within units for team tra-ining.
Sirnuliiions.
Active Comnponents. COFT is widely available to each tank, cavalry, and
inechaiiized bi-tajions. This simulation has to be counted as a singular success.
Fronp a commiaad persp-ective, it has saved training time and training ammunition. It
provides the gunner, and vehicle cominandcr key skills that, heretofore, could only
be achitved with a iarge number of Jive gunnery exercises. The individual gunner
has VOWe, with his feet; he goes to the COFT when he has the need and the
opportunity to regatin gunnery skills.
The COFT was nneant to improve commnander-gunner teamwork antd psycho-ino,.or
skills. T1his it does admiiably. It does n~ot train the team in maneuver, coordination
ctffie or outher actvi-ýties essentfial to suctir ful-ft tank-on1-tnk enagements. Te
intep.-onnection oL^ two COFT's to exercise the ~eciioa and four COFt's- to exercise
the platoon are very worthwhile investments. T1he C01717 has a number of routines
that collect data that are nietrics for gunnery pro.1ciency. In addition, the COFT
rep;esents technologies of the 1970's. Today's young soldieir is a video gariz
connris!;eur Hs mnay quickily become&disenchante-d,,ith the low resolution
carton-like icons fou.nd in the current COFT. The graphics in the COFT, or its
follow-on, need updating to provide more real stic terrain and a greater varicty of
terrains, an improvement that can in the future he afforded, thanks to advances in
computer processing per doll ar and improved graphic i software.
ReserveiGu~rd Componenrts. There ar-t few combat units in the Reserve

Force. However, combat units within the National Guare have access to COFT as
well as MCOFT, a trailer mounted mobile v -rsion of the; COFT. The uni~s find the
COTaf tandth GuardThas diffecivetyeorainer.
eisne
upr
sOtafdf
tCCF hsfficuliyesotrainer.
oabeeeur
Hwvr ohdvcsne
upr
Pinton 'Iralning, Institutional Setting. With the exception of special units,
platoons aie tr-ained prinuarly in unit settings, not in training institutions.

Platoon Training, UJnit Setting, Active and Reserve Components
Models. 2'ANUS has the ability to be played at platoon level for training the platoon
leader, but not ~or the pm-pose of training the entire platoon.
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Simulations. SIMNET is used ibr platoon level training. The discussion of
SIMNET is deferred to the section that discusses company level training.
Company Training, Unit Setting
Models. JANUS is available for training company commanders.
Simulations.
Active Forces. The Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT), will be a superlative
training means for company and platoon sized units. CCTT is a follow-on to the
joint DARPA/Army SIMNET project that basically resulted in three components:
* a well designed and engineered set of standards, protocols, and architectinv
that will allow a large number of simulators and/or emulators to be
connecteL in a common network.
0 a set of simulators for the Ml tank, the M2 Fighting Vehicle, and
dismounted infaritry. In addition, there we a number of emulators for
combat support and combat service support vehicles and systems. Combat
is played on one of four terrain data bases.
0 The technology to connect geographically separate sites by long line
communication using microwave or satellite transmission.
rCTAc ar.4v St1AfNTT 'rfr-r lpresent
C-TT -:fl ha•ve bett.. ima..y thn, C
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all of the crew of the MI and the M2 in the simulator, captures measures of
performance, and has the ability to "re-zero" the battle to allow analysis of alternate
courses of action. The anecdotal evidence that CMTT, as represented by its
precursor, SIMNET, will be a valuable training assist is overwhelming. Armorz
units from the 24th Mechanized Infantry Division, for example, deliberately sought
out SIMNET training as an essenzial part of preparing for the DESERT STORM
deploymenL The Potomac Systems Engineering "Final Report of the Independent
Verification and Validation (IV&V) of the SIMNET Model" states, "SIMNET is an
excellent t-raining device. When we have observed units training on SIMNET, we
have seen enthusiastic soldie aatacking real training problems hi a realistic way. "
The perspectives and assessments of SIMNET, colored by organizational interests,
vary. There is universal agreement that the logic and arrangement of the local
network and the interchange and processing of data is a remarkable bit of
engineering. Several commanders note that the current simulators lack features
such as open hatch vision, and that better terrain repesentatioii is essential in a
training simulator. DARPA, with a technology bias, has emphasized the long lines
comn~mnication. As one briefer summarized his central thermes, "The networks
'transport' warfighters at all levels to the virtual battlefield from their worldwide
loations." This corcept implies, for example, that an Ais Cavahly troop at Fort
Hood might train with a Mechanized Lifantry unit at Fort Stewart. The wide area
netwoik capability to train geographically separate units is a commendable
technological achievement, but we see only marginal trining benefit. Again,
soldiers and their leaders should train as they will fght--in their units as part of
combincd arms organizations with which they will operate.
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1 he ba-nt has aki on--Iming prcMc~ac~neflt to develop and field 546 simulators in
corl-pany YandJ rilttccn- ,slz~cdsos~of CCT's. The cost and effectiveness analysis
w'as basc-il onian "j:ual cas Lo'is arid indicated that the Army could field these sets
by givring up rwighly'70 I~iJ!spex MI. wt:n per year. T7his would defer deployment
of essential c,ý-ibir)ieda]uAn~s elera~nts (e.g., air defense, engineer, and aviation). We
belfieve: that thte delay Oof thesu cchc-.i combined anus elements, and the focus of
('CCI'T p),ncart~l..Iint at die. corripany team level is ill-advised.
R~eserve Comnpoaoitreý, 'We iiiitially accepted the notion of dispersed, yet linked,
CcrrTs as a valtuable as~set. fafii the reserve foices. Figure 3 shows the location of
the several units ihcii coistitute the 0-th Mechanized Infantry Brigade of the Georgia
Narional GuWard. Tricre is in excess of'300 miles separation between some of the
un1its. Oiur hopes foir long line fin~k up wecre defeatei by the pragmatismn of this
world. Tne reparate i~ocauiios are nlot v.:sourced to hmndle SIMINET training. There
aiv nio banraclcs, no ni:ictss f;!cilitics, rio mrain tenance or training support people,
although thie svitf': has a c-entral "school house" that does have these resources. We
-were; unable to itwesligarte this rnatiler in sufficient detail to understand how a
SiM~T:.ik~ simlalariwould fit tho particular needs. of res!erve components.
Ba~ttaliioni Tr.airliri~i, Unit fttlfng, A.ctive and Reserve Forces

Models. JANUS arid the 13rigaJe and Battaliori Simulation (BBS) have Ween user!

the active and reserve
exii~ensively to t-ain l.`; a~ttaion coriTmnanders and their staffs in boththroug-h
tclephone hook
units
sq-parate
geographicallv
11ter-link
to,
shhc
Pare.
Cruvi,-c: Rnth
Armiy.
the
within
rtgarded,
ups. Both appear to 1x; wideiy accepted, an';i highly
Sbirtulations. CATFV is curxently pragiamn ied to build on the CCTT company
mianeuver se.ts, and sequentially add selicied. combat and combat support elements v~s
the ]E~rancli proponeni;s can afford the developm-ent. ThcTiraining Panel's view is that
the other c-onbined arms elenitents should be developed as a priority, and that, it full
Battalion Tfask Force sets can not be. provided duz to-. funding constraints, then thc Army
should still focus on ilie gettirf ýng rted numnbers, of all elemene.s of com~bined arms teamn
of the B~atudiori Tashk Foive. *Theý sets would support a Battalion Commn'.rd Field
Exercise ((CFX), or a company slice of a task force F'TX.
In acddiflon to developing, combhinedarmns systems to fit into frie iBattahon 71s-k roree
sin:;iulation, the CATI' program- must develop the suite of systems to allow selected
m-rembers of the battle team to train thecir crews, platoons, flight sections, troops,
comnpanies, and batte-nes. T1he Artillery has described the ieed for a Closed Loop
team to
,Artiler~y Simulator (CLASS). Thbis devrice is designed to train thein Artillery
direction, and weapons delivery a closed lop
performr tarpe a-ustofr
system. There is an allegation that CLASS may not be comp.Atiblf; with the evolving
CATI'. Thbis would forecclose ~nany of the advantages of the fEhctrToni c Battlefield. TINS
Battlefield also offers opportunities to train the Engineer and EW systems of the Heavy
Division - These. opportunities have not been exploited by these Branches, and
intellectual effort is required.
A ca:sual review of the Basis of Issue (1101) proposals for the ADCATf, AVCNIT, and
the Battalion (TX simulator requirements suggests that the BOI will need a "scrub" -it a
major review. Also there is no mecntion of the Line of Sight Arid-Tank (LOSAT)

system, scheduled to enter the service in about 1997 as a replacement for the ITV, in the
development plan or BOI.
Brigade Training, Unit Setting, Active and Reserve Forces
Models. BBS has been used successfully for training of Brigade staffs.
Simulations. There are no simulations planned for Brigade training. We are
uncertain how far one might scale up a CCTU type trainer in the future. Brigade
training is a possibility; it is not a surety. It is possible now, however, to have a
Brigade level electronic Command Field Exercise using SIMNET.
Division Training, Unit Level, Active and Reserve Forces
Models. JANUS and the Corps Battle Simulation (CBS) have been used to train
Division staffs.
Simulations. We see little evidence that simulations of the SIMNET-type can

practically be scaled to this level. We again emphasize the primacy of the Divisions in
the training role. They should be the "keepers" of the CATr for training battalion task.
force, but will rarely, if ever, try to have the whole division on simulators at any one
time.
Corps and Echelons above Corps, Active and Reserve Components
Models. CBS has been used to exercise Corps staffs. hI addition, there are a number
of home grown models that are used at training center-s such as the Warrior Preparation
Center aid the Joint Warfighting Ctnter.
ASSOCIATED ISSUES
Embedded Training.
There is some uncertainty within the -Army as to the interpretation of the Army policy on
embedded training. While the directives signed by the VCSA and USA gave reasonable
g• delines and a rational definition on embedded training, implementing directives in th-,
ASM R&P are more rigid and less reasonable in interpreting the intent of the guidelines. In
discussion with PM TRADE, we find a reasonable approach to their implementation of
embedded training as the preferred choice, but also some concern that they might not be
adhering to the party line.
We recommend that the Army leadership restate its position and encourage PMs, AMC,
and TRADOC to approach each system individually to see what training functions can
feasibly and cost-effectively be "embedded". The Army should make certain that the
community understands the definition embedded, that "appended" devices or portions of
devices also meet the stated preference for embedded, that it is virtually impossible to have
embedded features at "no cost". The need for separate processors/storage/data bases and
enabling devices, while potentially very cost-effective, are not without some cost. For
example, the need to isolate training software from battle software may require separate
software so as not to contaminate the regions used for work. The attractiveness of
emnbeddig reflecto-s used in tactical engagement simulators is potentially more than offset
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by the penalty assigned in terms of ease of enemy acquisition. All this suggests that
significant intellectual effort must take place to get it right. To direct industry to embed
these capabilities at no additional cost, and no decrease in availability, is not reasonable.
Logistics Training. The panel observed that logistics functions are portrayed
sufficiently within SIMNET/CA`T for these programs to be effective combat trainers. The
functions are not portrayed in sufficient detail for CATI" to be effective for logistics
collective training. We have also been led to believe that logistics play is reasonably
specific in the BBS/CBS CPX models. There is a divergence of opinion, but there is a
body of thought that the fidelity and pace of activity for combat units at the NTC is a closer
approximation of "real" war than that experienced by some of the combat service support
units at NTC. We did sense a concern within some logistics spokesmen that there was
inadequate attention being given to the use of models and sim'Ilations to train logistics
units. The Training Panel did not have the opportunity to verify this allegation or to
suggest remedial actions. This could be a subject for further deliberation.

The Future of SIMNET. SIMNET was originally a DARPA project and is now
handed off to the Army. The Army's CAl'T project will eventually supplant SIMNET.
Some of the stateme.nts we heard probably exaggerate the Army's position; however, an
outside observer might well gain the impression the Army is going back to "square. zero" indeveloping CATT end scrapping SIMNET. We were led to understand, for instance, that
SP)MNET simlators will be put in warehouses as soon as C=lT simulators become
available and that no upgrade of SIMNET will be allowed. The current plan results in 546
CC`lT simulators with 246 SIMNET-T simulators being warehoused. An obvious
alternative, of course, would be to have 546 "First Class;; CC0= simulators and 246
"Second Class" SIM1NET simulators where "Second Class" might well mean so'nething
better than the present SIMNET-T trainers. We were told this "could not be don,.
economically." We remain skeptical ( ' this assertion and incline to the view that current
SIMNET assets can be saved, used, a. d upgraded over an extended period of time.
Education. We did not study carefully the education in modeling/simulation that is given
to officers in the branch basic and advanced courses and at the Command and General Staff
College and the Army War College. We did find that models and simulations were part of
the training at all levels of officer education. We do not feel that the purpose of the Army
education system should be to produce modelers. We do feel the system should inculcate a
culture that leads to an amitude that moadels amd' si:,tmulat•t,,s are iJu. ispenMI"-"A"•"
d tha one-W
of the first tools to look for as an aid to problem solving and decision making should be a
model/simulation. We did not find this philosophy in the education system. In fact, we
weie told that one of the Army schools uses models in the education of officers, but
consciously tries to keep the officers unaware of the model use. We find this to be a
self-defeating motivation.
Visual Displays.
The visual portrayal of the landscape and enemy/friendly troops aiuad equipment is critical to
training simulators as herein defined. We have already mention-ed that the visual acuity in
COFT can be improved. The display in SLMNET, while better, is also linmited. The
availability of the display is somewhat limited by the availability of suitable Defense
Mapping Agency digital data bases. DMA apparently does not have the resources to
expeditiously complete the digital map data bases that are needed. In addition, the current
grid is 150 meters. This probably is satisfactory for general training, but it will not suffice
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should a commander use the simulation for operational planning/rehearsal. We foresee the

marriage of graphics and models within the next five to ten years to the extent that a
commander or staff member will be able to take an "electronic terrain walk" while using a
model for training.
As a whole, while the panel did not get to talk to MG Bill Harmon, PEO Command and
Control, one. of the members of the panel did get a briefing by MG Harmon on his
programs. We sense that the terrain data basc requirements for ASAS and MCS should not
b• significantly different from the data base used for the electronic battlefield, and urge that
this be considered as a necessary piece of both programs.
"Training Metrics.
The Army has long recognized the difficulty in quantifying the benefits of training. What
little quantification we saw during this study was not persuasive and signaled that more
work is needed. We had pointed out that COFT captures data that is a measure of, or at
least a surrogate for, gunnery proficiency. The genersaon and capture of such data should
be part of CAYT.
The rnny has an enlightened attitude and has been quite chary in releasing any data from
the NTC in order to preserve a true training envAronrnent, and avoid any nuance that the
Commander's report card (OER) will be predicated upon his success or failure against the
OPFOR. In a sense, this is a commendable policy. Just as corporate data from the NTC
has been collected in a "sanitized" manner at the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL)
and has been distributed Army wide, there needs to be front end analysis UdUoof the tyes•s
of data that need to be captured by the CA'IT.
Strategic and Tactical Plans.
The Army has eased into electronic training in an evolutionary manner. Yet, models and
simulations may be a revolution in training. This revolution may require a rethinking of the
entire philosophy, method, and grand scheme of training.
This should start at the micro level. At the indIvidual level, we now see electronic
counterparts
of! training
that
have
been around
for
many
years. Would Tabie VIII, for "Thp
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Army Resea'ch Institute has a limited program to examine some of the implications
of
electronic training, but it is not extensive or encompassing.
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On the macro side the Army needs an overarching strategic plan to put all the pieces on the
training tree. The TRADOC requirement for each proponent to develop CATS is a
beginning. However, CATS has a very near term focus. A more discening forward look
is needed.
Opeirational Planning and Mission Rehearsal.
Operation planning and mission rehearsal are closely related to the training function. The
opportunities foreseen for training enhancement also exist for operational planning and
missiwi rehearsal. A commander could quickly analyze a number of Warfighting
alternatives. His own people could be. in simulators as the Blue Force. Other units could
be in simulators as the Red Force, or the SAFOR could be used as the opposing force. The
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"playback" capability cnvisioned for CAIT would allow the commander to restart the batde
at any point in time. Once the commander has optimized his plan, a visual concept of
operations could be developed for presentation to staff and subordinate commanders.
Visual displays exist today that can portray a building, for example, down to an individual
window and door. Even finer granularity, if needed, will be available in the near future.
This fidelity is dependent, of course, on possessing suitable geo-specific data bases. The
simulation and simulators would allow rehearsal for missions as discrete as a SOF raid.
Joint and Combined Training.
Joint and combined training will become even more important in the coming years.
DESERT STORM clearly demonstrated th-r. l'verage of effective joint/combined operations.
An earlier Army Science Board Study, "Ad Hoc Sub Group on the Use of Army Combat
Models for the Analysis and Training of Joint/Combined Operations", (January 1988)
strongly urged the use of models and simulations for joint/combined operations. The
recommendations of this study are still valid and deserve careful rerjew and
implementation.
The electmonic battlefield will facilitate joint/combined training. The single manager can
fumish t'he protocols, architecture, and procedures to other services and allies to allow easy
entry and play on the Electronic Battlefield.
Models and Simulations for Light Forces/Special Forces.
How will the Army organize, equip, and operate its future light forces, to include Special
Forces? How will it train the soldiers and their leaders?
About one-third of the active components of the near-future Army will be light force units.
Possibly even a higher fraction of the Aimy will be light as the Army adjusts to the geopolitical imperatives of the post-cold war world. So concerns for the effectiveness of light
units is well placed, but not addressed much in SIMNET, DIS, CATr, BDS, etc., all of
which are focused on equipping, training and operations of armored forces. In particular,
the Special Forces appear to have important needs for simulations to support thei- training,
operations planning, and mission rehearsals--needs largely unmet both by existing tools
-evel-r-.... ,-0,I,
n
toe,
MNET to a next-generation
and oose of curmrently cnvisaged
"electronic battlefield".
Several of the concepts and features corrmon to the SIMNET/DIS/BDS/ "electronic
battlefield" seem, at least on first look, to be applicable by extension tD the needs of light
forces:
"* the critical need for and use of a geo-specific high-resolution terrain data base,
"• a distributed processing, communication extensive architecture to support
multiple players in a training environment,
"• the use of a SAFOR, as a manpower reducing technique, to represent opposing
forces "well-enough," and
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•

high-resolution graphics to enable participants to feel participation in the
operations being simulated.

As noted above, the current SLMNET/CATT/BDS activities all are focused on elements of
heavy, or armored, units. The scale of operations, i.e., speed of movements, range of
weapons, size of battle areas, size of targets, etc., would differ, as would the data bases to
generate adequate graphics of the operational areas, but, there is no fundamental reason
why SIMNET-like simulation must be limited to heavy force operations. The Army should
new iDitiate efforts, perhaps modest at first, to apply a SIMNET-like model to operations of
lUght/Special Force operations.
Budget Pressures.
The Wraining Mission Area includes the three primary components. These are the CATf
program, the several Combat Training Centers (CTC), and Nonsystem Training Devices
(NSTD). The CATT program is roughly one-half funded. Even at this level the funding
attention to CAWf has devastated the CTC and NSTD programs. As examples, MIMES
units break at a rate of 10% per year in the field; current Army funding allows
replacement at a rate of 2% per year. Needed live fire instrumentation at the Joint
Readiness Training Center (JRTC) and NTC can not be procured at present funding level.
The aging and obsolescent OPFOR vehicles are beginning to represent a "worn out" enemy
rather than a real world threat.
Many of these programs represent "pay now-save later opportunities". Unfunded Anrmy
training ammunition and OPTEMPO mileage. Adequate funding would assure readiness at
decreased future costs.
CONCLUSIONS
"

We noted in the introduction a set of negative and positive factors that will shape the
future direction of Army training. These imperatives leave little choice for the Army bat
to turn to simulation and other electronic-assisted training for a major portion of future
training.

"_ traini M
ang a resnnnribhe by charter for incornoratine training devices and
techniques into their programs. Part task trainers tiat have been developed as a part of
weapon system development have a proven efficacy. Such initiatives should be
continued and emphasized. Use of models and sinaulations as a primary means of
training will require the PM to pay even more careful attention to his training
responsibility. He/she undoubtedly will also be faced with a decreasing budget. It may
be easy to cut training, This would be costly in the long haul, and must not occur..
"* COFT is a superb trainer that is facing obsolescence. As a minimum, the visual display
should be (and could affordably be) upgraded.
"

SIMNET is an impressive engineering feat and the wave of the future for Army
training. The long lines conmnunication feature has littie merit for training. A transition
from SIMNET to CATr that attempts to maximize the value of the present SIMNET
assets as opposed to a clean break, would to be prudcnt.
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"

CI7T is being procured in platoon sets for mechanized and armor units. Follow on

modules of the more complete array necessary for a battalion task-force is considered a
branch proponent responsibility. This should be changed. The Army should acquire
now all of the parts of the CATT, matching the quanity produced to the resources
available.
"* FTX Training simulations beyond the battalion task force level probably are not
practical within the next ten years. Brigade and division level Command Field
Exercises will be feasible.
" Models have been effectively used for training staffs and commanders at all levels.
Programming techniques such as object oriented programning and knowledge
representation (AI) that are being used in new models, such as EAGLE, for example,
have the potential to strengthen such training; enhanced graphics will support realistic
command and staff training to the point that each commander and staff can make a
"terrain walk" over the battlefield.
" Embedded training is not the answer to every training need. In many cases strap-ons
or separate training aids may provide a more effective trainhig approach.
" Logistics training has fallen behind cL.-,bat training in the use of simulation and to a
lesser extent in the use of training modeis.
"

The Army education system has a mixed record in developing a mind set within the
officer corps that mfCdels and simulations are a necessary and valuable problem-solving
and decision-aiding set of tools.

"

'Visual displays are one key to simulations. Technology" is coining to give high
resolution displays at an acceptable cost. The quantity and quality of data bases to feed
the processor/display technology must be aggressively managed or the data bases will
become a limiting factor.

"

Within the CKiT and, indeed, throughout the Electronic Battlefield, the Army may have
access to a rich reservoir of quantitative measures of training proficiency and data to
refine other models.

"* The tactical and strategic plans to use simulations as the spine of the training body are
inadequate, to non-existent; they much need attention.
"* Funding for CATI', even at the half funded level, has significantly impacted other
Traihing Management Area programs.
RECOMMENDATIONS
"The Army should:
*

Remain the leader in the use of simulations for collective training and aggressively
adopt the Electronic Battefield as the central focus for its training.
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"

Adopt a Combined Arms focus from the outset of the CATr program and work to
achieve an early Battalion CFX capability with a Battalion Task Force FTX capability as
the ultimate goal.

"* Electronic Battlefield should be achieved by "bill paying" from a number of activities
including reduction of OPTEMPO, a decrease in field testing, and savings that will
accrue as a result of compressing the development cycle.
"• Build on SIMNET, a proven success, instead of starting with a "clean sheet" as
envisaged in the present CA7T program.
"* Do the front end analysis to ensure that the training metrics a-'- gathered and analyzed in
the CATr training for use in the corporate data base.
*

Communicate again to the field the logic of embedded training and insist on reasonable
interpretation of this policy in future RFP's.

*

State a vision of the future in which DIS tools will be available within units and
organizations in the field to support the command and staff activities of operations
planning and to enable the forces involved to gain pre-battle synthetic experience by
rehearsing future operations.
Furnish the protocols, procedures, and policies for entry into and use of the Electronic

*

Battlefield to other services as quickly as p3ssiblc.
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APPENDIX F
VERIFICATION, VALIDATION, ACCREDITATION
OF MODELS AND SIMULATIONS

m

Expert, but subjective, judgment and opinions get embedded in models in subtle ways having
profound implications.
Experience with model quality control has thus frr been restricted primarily to the analysis
organizations within the Army. Given the future uses of simulations and models as anticipated and
recommended by the panels that examined acquisition, training, and test and evaluation, quality
control certainly will become more critical; it also may become more difficult and more expensive.
One principal component of the panel's recommendations is the Electronic Battlefielo. The core of
the Electronic Battlefield is a collection of data, simulations, and models, together with the
protocols and standards and network capacity, to allow users to fight on a virtual battlefield of their
choice. Given the range of users and their reasons for using the Electronic Battlefield, it is critical
that submodels and data be verified, validated, and accredited before they are admitted to the suite
of accepted modules. Users will configure an environment, a threat, and a friendly force
appropriate to the purpose of the simulation at hand. They will choose organizations, tactics,
concepts of employment, and levels of performance for both threat and friendly forces. Their
confidence in the validity of their simulated battle must be. established and maintained. Similarly,
for the confidence of those who use the results of the simulated battles to support decisions,
ensuring consistency on the Electronic Battlefield, and establishing confidence in the validity of the
results it produces, will require quality control. Given the range of users, and the nature of their
requirements, quality control will be a major challenge.
INTENSIFIED PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE ELECTRONIC BATTLEFIELD
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-,, ---lThere are reasons to beiievr tha the
proposed, will exacerbate some of the problems of quality control and at the same time suggestions
that it will help solve others.
First, the more extensive use of simulatdons will imply increased dependence on this form of
analysis. It will mean that information gained through the use of simulation will be used more
widely, for more purposes, and by more people. Many military personnel will be apt to rely on
their military judgment and intuiti-'n that the "experience" of the simulation feels about right, and
that the results can be relied upon.. Nonetheless, as more and more simulations interact, and are
used for more purposes, there will be greater numbers of underlying mathematical models,
software algorithms, and built-in hidden assumptions that we shall be depending upon as being
_reason.abl.y
corr-ect.
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and the need for qualitv

assurance of models and simulations will increase.
Secondly, although this do's not have to be the case, it seems likely that as simulation becomes
more complex, more detailed, and more intertwined, fewer and fewer individuals will have a
compruhensive insight into the underlying structure of a specific simulation. This will be true also
of those who generate information they themselves are using. More and more people will be
relying upon simulations they have never seen, have accessed only remotely, and have no idea as
to who created theim. A current example is the SAFOR used in SIMNE'E Many persons feel
comfortable wiJ-J !he SIM!NET simulations, but do not have. even the foggiest idea of how
opposing ani unmanned friendly forces are actually played. Both forces are important to
simulation vaJidity. In the future, analysts, designers, experimenters, and testers will be in this
situation. Although information which is generdted from good practice can be misunderstood or
misused, it arguably is worse if it is generated from poor practice. ýn an era of distributed
simulations being used as a central part of how the military does its business, a well-undterstood
and well-managed program of quality assurance will become essential to maintaining confidence
and trust in the use of simulation.
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Thirdly, it is likely that as the military learn on simulations, train on simulations, and test on
simulations, they will have less opportunity to calibrate their judgment in physical situations.
(Having frequent wars under a variety of conditions would obviate concern about this issue.)
Thus, we will be even less able to rely on field experiences as the key part of the quality assurance
than we do now.
Even if military personnel remain reliably able to judge that the outcomes of large scale interacting
simulation "don't feel right", we will be less and less able to identify why--unless we have a
quality assurance program that judges individual simulafions in the smal! as well as in the large.
Since this is the evolving situation, it is necessary that the efforts regarding quality assurance be
intensified. This will increase cost, require considerable efforts continuously, and require that,
over time, better methods for this activity be evolved. This process need! to be centrally managed,
monitored, and enforced although it must be excuted on a very decentralized basis. Only those
simulations which meet the criteria of qu4ality a-surance program should be publicly available
through the network or be used by entit:.es interacting with others through the net unless explicitly
agreed to the contrary by those involved. Also, results made publicly available should be labeled
as to whether the simulation meets the criteria of the quality assurance program or not.
CONCLUSIONS
a Quality controls of models and sin-ulations is a difficult problem that has existed from
the first use of models.
a A wide spread use of simulations will intensify ti6s problem.
a Techniques for verifying and validating large scale simulations are not well-understood
and in some cases may not exist. For some simulations, the techniques may never
exist.
* Adequate quality control will require significant resources. Time, qualified people, and
dollars will be needed to assure quality control. Quality comes neither easily or
cheaply.
a
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result in loss of user confidence.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Reorient the current model verification, validation, and accreditation (VVA) procedures
to bring them more in line with the peculiar nees of Distributed Interactive
Simulations with more emphasis on the suitability of the representation of reality,
more emphasis on situational fidelity, and less acceptance of code checking as a
sufficient condition for VVA.
* Require proponents to be responsible for the quality of models and simulation.
* Require the Single Manager to ensure that ary interactive play on the Electronic
Battlefield be limited to model and simulati -,ns that are accredited.
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Army War College Perspectives on Modeling and Simulation, 10 Jul 91, Colonel Cary, US Army
War College
Modeling and Simulation Perspectives for Future Training and Acquisition, 10 Jul 91, Mr. Darnell,
CAE Industries
SIMNET Models, Documentation, Verification and Validation, 10 Jul 91, Colonel J. Shiflett,
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Army Training Simulation Strategies and Perspectives, 10 Jul 91, BG Keller, US Army, DAMOTR
Models and Simulation for Command, Control and Communications, 10 Jul 91, Dr. Braddock
Modeling and Simulation Interoperability, 11 ul 91, LTC Pullen, Defense Advance Research
Projects Agency
II.

THN•,

J.QOGY SUB PANEL

Distributed Interactive Simulation, Present and Future, 9 May 91, Mr. D. Miller, BBN
Laboratories
Technology for the Near Future, 29 May 91, Mr. Brooks, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
G3

US High Performance Computing, 29 May 91, Mr. C. Rhoades, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Electmnic Commerce/Electronic Data Interchange, 29 May 91, Mr. C. Hatfield, Lawrence
Livermore Labor atory

JANUS-Technology, 29 May 91, Mr. Paul Herman, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Aviation Simulation Overview, 30 May 91, Mr. T. Gossett, US Army, Aviation Systems Command
Flight Control/landling Qualities, 30 May 91, Mr. D. Key, US Army, Aviation Systems

Command
Inverse Modeling/Yaw Control/Pitch and Roll Air-to-Air, 30 May 91, Mr. Whalley, US Army,

Aviation Systems Command
Apache Math Model Development, 30 May 91, Mr. Mansur, US Army, Aviation Systems
Command
Crew Station Research and Development Facility Briefing and Demonstration, 30 May 91, Dr. N.
Bucher, US Army Aviation Systems Command
Army Air Crew/Aircraft Integration, 30 May 91, Mr. Smith, US Army, Aviation Systems
Command
III.

TRAINING SUBPANEL:

PM TRADE Training Simulation, 9 May 91, Dr. R. Hofer, US Army, Army Materiel Command
PM TRADE

University of Central Florida Institute for Simulation and Training, 9 May 91, Dr. L. Meden,
University of Central Florida
Education Computer Corporation Simulation Programs, 9 May 91, Mr. J. Pogorzelski, Education
Computer Corporation
Naval Training Systems Center, 10 May 91, US Navy
General Electric Aerospace Simulation Programs, 1I May 91, Dr. A. Bramson, General Electric
Aerospace Simulation and Control Systems
IV.

ACOUISITION SUBPANEL:

RAH-66 Comanche Piloted Simulations Overview, 11 Jun 91, Mr. Jocchiato, Sikorsky Aircraft
RAH-66 Comanche Crew Station, 11 Jun 91, Mr. B. Hamilton, Boeing Vertol
RAH-66 Comanche Flight Control System, 11 Jun 91, Mr. J. Keller, Sikorsky Aircraft
RAH-66 Comanche Handling Qualities, 11 Jun 91, Mr. J. Occhiato, Sikorsky Aircraft
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Simulation within the McDonnel Douglas Helicopter Company Engineering and Product
Development Organization, 13 Jun 91, Mr. A. Logan, McDonnel Douglas Helicopter Company
"Combat Simulation" and the Simulator Lifecyle Utilization Concept, 13 Jun 91, Dr R. Hughes,
McDonnel Douglas Helicopter Company
Overview of Manned Simulation and Ops Analysis Facilities, 13 Jun 91, Mr. J.Exter, McDonnel
Douglas Helicopter Company
Manned Simulation, Human Factors, Controls and Displays Protyping. and Ops Analysis
Demonstrations, 13 Jun 91, McDonnel Douglas Helicopter Company Staff, McDonnel Douglas

Helicopter Company

Overview of LH DEM/VAL Use of Simulation, 13 Jun 91, Mr. J. Hackett, McDonnel Douglas
Helicopter Company
Simulation Efforts in Support of AH-64 and Longbow Apache, 13 Jun 91, Mr. D. Underwood,
McDonnel Douglas Helicopter Company
Rotorcraft Pilot's Associate ATID Program Simulation, 13 Jun 91, Mr. J. Hackett, McDonnel
Douglas Helicopter Company
McDonnel Douglas Helicopte Company-Crew Station Research and Development FacilityBattlefield Distributed Siuxlatin_'n-Developmental Relationship, 13 Jun 91, Dr. R.Hughes,
McDonnel Douglas Helicopter Company
Simulation as a "National Asset": Thoughts on Future Army Simulation Investment Strategy, 13
Jun 91, Dr. R. Hughes, McDonnel Douglas Helicopter Company
Simulation in the M1A2 Tank, 24 Jun 91, Dr. 0. Renius, General Dynamics Land Systems

Division
Recap of 1989 Army Science Board Simulation/Tflaining Study, 24 Jun 91, Dr. 0. Renius, General
Dynamics Land Systems Division
Simulation Laboratory Demonstration, 24 Jun 91, Dr. 0. Renius, General Dynamics Land
Systems Division
Tank Automotive Command Simulations Program Overview, 24 Jun 91, Dr. K. Oscar, US Army
Tank Automotive Command
Vehicle Crew Display Demonstrator Networking to Battlefield Distributed SimuflationDevelopmental, 24 Jun 91, Mr. D. Sarna, US Army Tank Automotive Command
Computer Aided Design/Simulation in Manufacturing and Acquisition, 24 Jun 91, Mr. A. Adlan,
ITS Army Tank Automotive Command
TMBS/Simulation/Modeling and Their Use in the Acquisition Process, 24 Jun 91, Dr. R. Beck,
US Army Tank Automotive Comnand
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APPENDIX H
GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY
Asst Secretary of the Army, Research, Development & Acquisition
Air Defense Anti Tank System
Armored Systems Modernization
Attack Helicopter -- APACHE
Army Science Board
Armor System Modernization
Army Tactical Missile System
Army Tactical Command Control System
Advanced Tactical Fighter
All Source Analysis System
Artificial Intelligence

ASA(RDA)
ADATS
ASM
AH-64
ASB
ASM
ATACMS
ATCCS
ATF
ASAS
Al

Basis of Issue
Brigade Battalion Simulation
Battlefield Distributed Simulation - Developmental
Battlefield Exploitation, Target Acquisition

BOI
BBS
BDS-D
BETA

Close Combat Tactical Trainer
Commander-in-Chief
Combined Arms Tactical Strategy
Conduct of Fire Trainer.,O'"
Command and Control, Communications and Intelligence
Computer Aided Design
Computer Aided Logistics Support
Combined Arms Tactical Trainer
Command Control Intelligence System (1970)
Computer Image Generation

CCIT
CINC
CATS

Command Post Exercise
Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analyses
Corps Battle Simulation

CPX
COEA
CBS

Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
Department of the Army

DARPA
DA

Department of Defense

DoD

Distributed Interactive Simulation
Defense Mapping Agency
Defense Modeling and Simulation Office
Defense Science Board
Deputy Chief of Staff of Operations
Developmental Test

DIS
DMA
DMA0
DSB
DCSOPS
0T

Electronic Warfare
Electronic Battlefield

EW
EB

Fiber Distributed Digital Interface
Force Development Test and Evaluation

EDDI
FDT&E

Command Field Exercise

Hi

C31
CAD
CALS
CATT
CCIS-70
CIG

CFX

Howitzer Improvement Program
High Definition Television
House Armed Services Committee

HIP
HDTV
HLASC

Improved Tow Vehicle
Inspector General

lTV
IG

Joint Chief of Staff
Joint Surveillance, Target Acquisition Reconnaissance System

JCS
J-STARS

Laboratory Command
Light Helicopter
Line of Sight Anti Tank

LABCOM
LH
LOSAT

Models and Simulation
Main Battle Tank-Abrams
Maneuver Control System
Man Machine Interface
Mcbile Subscriber Equipment
Manuever Control System

M/S
M1
MCS
MMI
MSE
MCS

National Training Center

NTC

Operational Training Evaluation Management Program Office

OPTEMPO

Operational Test and Evaluation CoU--d

,UI

Operational Test
OT
Operational Test and Evaluation, Office of the Secretary of Defense OT&E/OSD
Operations and Support
O&S
I o.grarn Manager for Training Devices
Platoon Conduct of Fire Trainer
Program Executive Officer

PM TRADE
PCOFT
PEO

Request for Proposal
Reconnaissar xe/Attack Helicopter -- Commanche

RFP

Research, Development and Acquisition

RDA

Semi-Automated Forces
Senate Armed Services Committee
Simulation Network
Standard Army Management Information System
Senior Executive Service

SAFOR
SASC
SIMNET
STAMIS
SES

Tactical Operating System
"Ihnk Turret Operational Maintenance Trainers
"Testand Evaluation
Training Analysis Command
Training and Doctrine Command
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer

TOS
TIOMT
T&E
TRAC
TRADOC
UAV
UCOFI"
H2
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DrýPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFIaE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY
WASHINOTON. D.C. 20310-0102

16 March

1992

SAUS-OR

MEMORANDUM FOR THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
SUBJECT:

Sponsor's

Science

Memorandum

Board

1991

of

ARMY SCIENCE BOARD

Acceptance:

Summer

Study

Report

-

"Army

of

Army

Simulation

Strategy"

This report of the Army Science Board Summer Study entitled
"Army Simulation Strategy" is
the product of many hours of
thoughtful and intense deliberation by the study group.
The report.

clearly sets forth both a "Vision for the Future" and a strategy
for achieving that vision.
The Army as an institution
has embraced the vision for an
Electronic Battlefield which the
report portrays.
We have
initiated
actions t(: establish centralized management of the
acquisition,
day-to-day
operations
and
sustainment
of
the
Electronic Battlefield.
A process has been established
for
identifying the requirements for service from this "battlefield"
and for prioritizatiori of these.
There are- however, parts ot the
cquis1t-I on sItr ategy rcc-m"men.ded1A
In
th4 repor^v-t- w 4t-h wh~ r-h
ncasan
institution
do not agree.
This does not make the report any less
valuable to us as we integrate this potentially powerful tool into
the Army.
The specifics of, and reasons for our departure from the

recommended strategy for future acquisition of elements of the
Eleccornic Battlefield will be addressed in subsequent reviews
conducted for the senior Army leadership.
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Walter W. Hollis
Deputy Under Secretary of the Army

for Operations Research
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Secretary of Defense, Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301
Under Seretary of Defense, Acquisition, Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy), PentagonWashington, DC 20301
Assistant Secretary of Defense (FM&P), Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (R&AT),
Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301
Chairman, Defense Science Board, Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301
Director, DLA, Pentagon, Washington, DC 22310
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Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (MRA&L), Pentagon, Washington, DC 20330
Deputy Chief of Staff (Acquisition), USAF (AF/AQ), Pentagon, Washington, DC 20330
Assistant Chief of Staff (Studies & Analysis), USAF, (AF/SA), Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20330
Commander, Air Force Systems Command, Andrews AIFB, Washington, DC 20334
Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, (AFiNB), Pentagon, Washington, DC 20330
Chief Scientist of the Air Force, AF/CCN, Pentagon, 4E320, Washington., DC 20330-5040
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Deputy Under Secretary of the Army (Operations Research), Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20310
Director, Plans and Projects, OSA, SAAA-PP, Pentagon, 3E741, Washington, DC 20310
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower & Reserve Affairs), Pentagon,
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Director of the Army Staff, Pentagon, Washington, DC 20310
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Washington, DC 20310
Technicai Director, HQ TRADOC Analysis Command, ATRC-RP,
Fort Monroe, VA 23651-5143
Director, Research Institute, US Army Engineer Topographic Labs, Telegraph and
Leaf Road, Bldg. 2592, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5546
Deputy for Program Evaluation, SARD-ZE, Pentagon, Washington, DC 20310-0103
Director, AMC-Field Assistance in Science & Technology, AMC-FAST,
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5606
Department cf the Army Office of the Surgeon General, DASG-ZA, Skyline 6,
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Technical Advisor, US Army, TRADOC, Fort Monroe, VA 23651
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